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               Chapter X. INTROPUCTION

     The catalytic hyd: ogenation of acetylenic compounds

presents many probXems which axG essentially dÅ}fferent

fxom those encountexed in mone-olefine hydrogenation.

M,ain points in the problems lie in how the xeaction

may be stopped at the olefine stage, and w"nethex tl e

ole.rtne has a cis ox trans configuration. They are of

great importance not only in oxganic synthesis but also

for elucidation of the mechanisrn of the heterogeneous

catalysis. In the industrial investigations considexable

efforts wexe devoted especially to obtain high yields

of olefines from acetylenes by hyd]cogenation. In the

fundamental aspects, however, s--'.nce the hydrogenation

o't•f acetylene over nickel was found by Sabatler et al.
        i>
in 1899, a few studies were made on tlnis xeaction.

The mechanism of cat'alytic hydrogenation of acetyZenic

compounds was not discussed in detai-ls untll new, except

that the mechanism for acetylene hydrogenation was

proposed on the basis of k'cinetic infoxrnations by Bond
      2)
et al.

     In order to study the mechanism of catalytic

hydrogenation reactions, deuterium is known to be a

powerful isotope as a tracer. WÅ}th '-he aid ox' modern

                                                     'analytical instruments it is posst.I-. Le to learn abour the

                      -- -details of deuterium dxstnbutions. Mass-spect4vometnc
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analysis, used extensiveMy for determining the deuteriurn

distribution till now, gives us the knowledge about the

deuterium content, while nmr and infxared
                                          '                      '                                                    'spectroscopic analysis give ps finex informations on

the substituted position of deuterium atoms. Therefore,

to apply deuterium as an isotopic tracez" to this system

rnay give light on the mechanism of the reaction.

     However, iittle work were published until now

on the hydrogenation of acetylenic compounds with

deuterium over metal catalysts. Such a situation is

surprising in vievv of an enormous nurnbex of research

for olefine hydrogenation where deuterium was utilized
           3)
as a tracer.
                               4)
     In 1959, Faxkas and Faxkas sÅëudied the hyd:ogenatsgn

of acetylene with deuterium over platinum foil, using

the thermal conductivity technique, and they reported

that foxmed deuteroacetylene and HD were found negligible,

judging by the return of light hydrogen to the gas

phase.
                                 5)     Xn 1950, Arnett and Crawford                                    attempted to prepare

cis'-ethylene-d2 alone by the palladium--catalyzed

hydrogenation of acetylene with deuterium, bu"L they

obtained all possible deuteroethylenes, which wexe
exhmined by the rnass and infr'ared spectrometry.
                                     6)
     In 195J, Douglas and Ravinovitch, wexe also unable,
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to produce cis-ethylene-d2, using nickel-kieselguhr

at room temperature, but they found that lowering the

temperature to -800 increased the yield of trans-

ethylene-d2. Furthermore, they pointed out that

simultaneous addition of hydrogen to the triple bond

appeared to be ruled out from the experimental data,

using equUibrated and non-equilibrated mixtures of

hydrogen and deuterium.
                              7) ,8) '
                                    used the mass and     More recently, Bond et al.

infrared spectrometric methods to study the reaction

between acetylene and deu,terium over noble Grogp VIXI

metals supported on alumina. They determined

quantitatively the distribution or- isomeric didutero-

ethylenes, such as cis-, trans- and asymmetric-ethylene-

d2. Even though the distribution varied from metal

to metal, the yield of cis-isorner was related to the

fraction of total ethylene-d2. Moreover, they interpreted

the distribution by applying the steady state treatment,
proposed by Kembau9) for hydtogenation and exchange

of ethylene over metal films,

     For the higher acetylenic compounds, reduction

of dimethylacetylene by deuterium was studied by Meyer
           iO)
and Burwell over palladium-alumina, and also by Webb,
                   ii>Wells and Philipson                       over tbe other noble Group Vrll

metals. The former group of workers used the mass and
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nmr spectrornetric methods and pointed out that deuterium

atoms in the formed cis-2-butene almost localized at

carbon atoms 2 and 3. They extended this method to

the hydrogenation of ethylacetylene, 1,2-butadiene
                  i2) ,.and 1,5-butadiene, and investxgated the mean numbex of

deuteriurn atoms which were substituted in all positions

of the produced butenes.

     Thus the reaction of deuterium with acetylene,

dirnethylacetylene or ethyZacetylGne were studied

already, though srnall in number. For the catalytic

hydrogenation of methylacetylene, only the kinetic
studies were reported,i3)' 24) but no tracer study using

deuterium was published.

     Tn order to investigate the rnechanism of hydrogen

addition to the carbon-carbon triple bond, methyl-

acetylene is a more suitable compound than acetylene,
                                           'because Qf the following reasons. i) Methylacetylene

has three carbon atoms of different character, while

acetylene has two equivaient carbons. ThQrefore,

differences of catalytic behaviox for deuteration of

methylacetylene vviil be revealed moxe obviously than

that of acetylene. ii) MethyZacetylene may offer moxe

detailed information on the stereospecific hydrogenation

than acetylene, because the isotopic isomers of pxopylene--

di and -d2 (see Fig. 5) can be produced by the reaction

-4-



of methylacetyZene with deuterium. iii) Methylacetylene

is a higher acetylenic compound next to acetylene. The

di'stribution of isotopic isomers of deuteropropylene,

therefore, gives us the information which can be extended

to the hydrogenation of higher acetylenic compounds;

for example, the information related to isomgrization

of oletine accompanying the double bond rnigration which
                                       i5)often proceeds during the hydrogenation.

     The first purpose of this thesis is to clarify

the mechanism of catalytic hydrogenation of methyl-

acetylene, and the second purpose to examine the

characteristic behavior of Group VIXI metals for this

reaction. For these purposes the reaction of methyl--
                                 '
acetylene with deuterium is mainly investigated ovex

M, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ir and Ru cataZysts at the same condition.

The distributions of deuteromethylacetylene and deutero-

                                       'propylGne produced by the reaction axe deternined by mass

spectxometxy, while the distributions of isotopic isomers

of propylene-d2 and --d2 by miÅërowave spectrometry.
                                       'Though the latter new technique was not applied hitherto,

much information will be given by it on the stexeochemical
                   'problems in the mechanism as well as on the chernisorbed
state of the dreactants.a5)'i6)'25), The third purpose

is ascertain how the isomerization of methylacetylene

to allene (CH3--C=- CH b CH2=C=CH2) is related to the

-5-



hydxogenation of methylacetylene over six metals, because

allene is found to appear duxing the hydxogenation of

methyXacetylene at 250 over ruthenium-bXack. Experi-

n}entally, the isomerization rQactions betweGn metlLiyl-

acetylene and allene a.re carried ou-J over these metals

especially in detaUs over ruthenium-black.

- 6 ..



               Chapter IX. EXPERIMENTAL

                      1. Materials
                     ---- .-----
     Methylacetylene (Takachiho Chem. Xnd. Co.), containing

about 5 % impurtties such as propylene, acetylene and

aXlene, was puxified by freezing out of carrier gas

stream on elution from a gas chncomatograph, in which

a column of dirnethylsulforane on neopak-IB; was charged

and was opera.ted at the ;oom temperature. In succession
                                         'the methylacetylene thus puri'fied was distilled under
                                                    '
vacuum using liquid nitrogen and solid carbon dioxide
                              'as ncefregexa. nts. By gas chxQmatQgraphy the final purity

was determin.t d to be better than 99.7 %.

     Allene (Takachiho Chem. rnd. Co.), containing about

95 9o allene, was purified in the same procedure as

rnethylacetylene. The purity was aXso increased to

99.7 9o or better.

     DeuteriUn, (Takachiho Chem. Ind. Co.) was sufficiently

pure for the presenr purpose, because impurities were

not detected by gas chromatography. The isotopic purity

was found bettex than 99.5 % by mass spectroscopic

analysis.

     Electrolytic hydrogen was purified by passing it
oveT siliÅëagel, hot copper wixe at 55o9 and through a

liquid nitrogen trap, suecessively.

-7-



                    2. Catalysts
                    --"-i
     Nickel powders were prepared by thermal decompo-

sition of nickel formate, which had been dried in
vacuurn at X70e for 1 hr, raising the temperature

gradually up to 5500. Then nickel powders were degassed

at 5500 for 2 hrs and were reduced with hydrogen at

                     '2500 overnight before the experiments. Nickel formate

was precipitated by formic acid from a nickel carbonate

soiution.

     Rhodium-blaek vvas prepared by the reduction of

rhodium hydroxide, produced by the reaction of a

rhodium trichloride solution with a tsodiurn hydroxide

solution. The rhodium metal thus obtained was washed

with distilled water and was dried in vacuum.

     Iridium-black was prepared by adding a O.Ol rnol

solution of iridium tetrachloride to excess amount of
                                                   '
a hot solution of sodium borotetxahydride. rridium-

black thus precipitated was washed repeatedly with

hot distilled water and dried at looO.

     Palladium-black, platinum--black (Nakarai Chem. Ltd.)

and ruthenium-black (Mitsuwa Pure Chem. Co.) of commercial

reagents were used.

     All the catalysts above mentioned were reduced with
hydrogen at 2500-2400 for two days in the reaction vessel

before the experirnents.

-8-



                   5. Hydrogenation
                   ---!--.---d--im--l--t-
                                                     '      '     The hydrogenation of' meVnylacetylene with deuterinm

was carried out ui".der the same condit-S.on on all the six
                        'rnetal catalysts. Maii parts of the apparatus used fox

hydrogenation are showp in Fig. 1. They axe connected

to a conventional vacuum systerc and to gas reservoixs.

     Befoxe each run the catalysts werce treated wir' "n

hydrogen at 2500,v2400 overnight, in oxder 'co xemove

the deuterium which remained on the ca`Lalysts. Then the
                    'catalysts were degassed for 5 hr at the same temperature,
and were cooled down to the reaction temperatuxe (250tir o.20)

if not descrribed otherwise. The reaction vessel was

imrnersed in a water thermostat.

                                                 = 6o mxn     rTThe standard mixtuz"eTT 'which consisted of P                                               D2
          = 50 mm was introduced into the reactionand P     C3H4
vessel. Reactions were carried out in a sirnple static

system and followed from manometric measurement. NAIhen

a deSired degree of hydxogenation was reached, the

reaction mixture was taken out by expanding it into a

reservoir (5 l) purelimirarily evacuated. The products

wexe analyzed by gas chromatography, mass and micxowave

spectroscopy.

     Xn order to avoÅ}d the xeacti•on to be da•ffusionp-

controlled, 'tht'>. amount of catalyst was adjusted to

obtain a condÅ}tion under which the half-1Å}fe of the

-- 9 -



To pumps
     Ai

R
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To.gas          .reservoirs
  Ai

TM T

Fig. 1. Apparatus for the study of hydrogenation

   R, reaction vessel; T, trap; M, manorneger';

   F, glass filter; E, Expansion reservoir.
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reaction (15 mm of the total pxessuxe fall) -iay in the

ranges 1-2 hr. Vo].ume of the reaction vessels and am-ount

of the ca ta lys 'ts used for the hy dr. oge ma tion are li st ed

in Table 1, togethex' with theix B:.Vsurface area. The

BET sur fa ce area otif each me taZ ca ta l, yst was measured

by using nitrogen as the adsoxbent at -1980.

                  4 . Is ome r iz a t- i o n
                     --v---ke----- --e
     The isornexization between methylacetylene and

allene over ruthenium--black catalyst gO.12 g) was

also investigated in a static systen. The apparatus used

in the study is shown in Fig. 2. In order• to analyze

the composition of the reac`Lion prGducts continually,

a sampling tube (2-3 ml) with two stopcocks was diacectly

connected to a reaction ,vessel (about 60o ffil) at an

end, and the'  other end of the tube was ptaced in t].e

steady flow of carrier gas (He), which led each sarnple to

a gas chxomatogxaph.

     After hydrogen treatrnent and degassing of the catalyst

in the same manner as used in th.e study of hydxogex:.:.,tion,

known amoumt of methyi.acetylene oz allene was introduced

into the xeactlon vessel. At arbitraxy intervats of time,

a smaU amount of the reaction mixtuxe was taken out

into the sampling tube pxeXiminarily evacuated and was

analyzed by gas chromatography.

-11-



                      Table 1

   The volume of reaction vessels and the arnount of

   catalysts used for the hydrogenation of methyl-

   acetylene.

---w-bu----.----- - ---.------. ---
Catalysts    BE Ir

Surface
 (m2lg)

AreaX) Amount of Cat.
   (mg)

------
   1OO

     2

    40

    3o

    20

   150

       ---he--!
Volume of
reactign vessels

   (rn1) '
   Ni

   Pd

   Pt

   Rh

   Tx

   Ru

 2.1

 7.7

 2.4

lo.9

14e2

55.2

--.-N"---"--. N-
     55o

     55o

     26o
      `
     51o

     270

     57o

sc ) The surface

measured by

area

uslng

of each metal

 nxtrogen at

 catalyst
-19sO.

was

- 12 -•
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Fig. 2• Apparatus for the study of isomerization

R, reaction vessel; ' S, saTnpling tube fox

chromatographic analysis; M, rnanometer;

T, trap.
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     Loss of the reaction mixture by sampling was about

O.4 9o,of its total amount in the vessel, and an analytical

result obtained by this method coincided within an
                                 '                                                   'experimental e=ror with a value of the sample, which
    '                                 'was obtained by condensing all of the same reaction
                             'mixtuxe by liquid nitrogen. '

                      5. Analysis
                     -t--M-
                                         .     Composition of hydrocarbons produced by the

hydrogenation and isomerization was analyzed by gas

chromatography u$ing helium as the carrier gas with a

4-m column of 20 wt 9o dimethylsulforane on neopak XB

(D.M.S.) at 250. Area under each component peak in

a gas chromatogram was determined by the product of

the half-peak width and peak height. Sensitivity factors

adepted were as follows.

           C3Hs = 1.00, C3H6 = O.96, C3H4 = O.92

     These values were obtained frorn the ave=age of four

measurements using an equimolal mixture of propane,

propylene, allene and methylacetylene.
                                                '
     Samples for mass and microwave spectrometric

analysis in the study of the hydrogenation was prepared

with a gas chrornatograph. Fixst, methylacetylene was

separated from propane and propylene by using a DMS

- 14 -



column, and second2propylene from propane by using a

silicagel column at 800. Eluted fractions were

condensed separately into receivers cooled in liquid

nitrogen. Retention tzmes were as follows.

                  Propane PxopyZene rethylacetylene
                            '  D.M.S. <250) 5 min 7min 25 rnin
                                     '                                             '  siiicagel(800) 7.5 min l7.min

                       '                                     '                                   '                                               '     Distributions of deuteropropylene and deutero-

methylacetylene were analyzed with a mass spectrometer

                                                    '(Hitachi: RMU-5B), installed at the Xnstitutse for

Protein Research, Osaka Univexsity. In this analysis

the energy of the ionizing eiectrons was lowered

sufficiently so that only the parent ion was produced.

     The micxowave spectrometric method was applied

in order to determine the relative abundance of

isotopic isomers of monodeuteropropylene (C3HsD) and

dideuteropropylene (C3H4D2), measuring the intensities

of rotational loa .e--- Ooo transition of theix various

species. The spectrometer used was the conventional

Hughes-Wilson type or the Stark modulation spectrometer,

and was instailed at the Sagami Chemical Research Center.

All measurements were done at dxy ice tempe=atuxe.

-15-



                     Terminology
                     tj--d--i-
     TTSelectivity (S)', is used hereafter to denote the

yield of propylene produced by the hydrogenation of

methylacetylene, and this term is defined as foUows.

                                  '                            '          S = Pc3H6/(Pc3Hs ""' Pc3H6)

     Propylene-d, (C3HsD) and -d2 (C3H4D2•) have four

and seven species of their isotopic isomers, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 5. The distribution of these isomers

will be called "hyperfine distribution (h.f.d.)" in order

to discriminate it from the usual deuterium distribution

or ''fine distribution (f.d.)',, which is determined

by rnass spectroscopy and which gives only knowledge on

the numbex of deuterium atoms substituted in sorne compoundsp

such as px,opylene-dt, -d2 and so on.

     "Conversion'r of hydrogenation is defined by the

percentage of the total pressure decrease to the initial

pressure of methylacetylenei In the reaction with the
                       '                                       = 6o mm),standard mixture (P                       = 50 mm and p                                    D2                  C3H4
therefore, the total pressure fall of 60 mm whieh is

expected in the complete reaction C3H4 + 2H2 " C3Hs

corresponds to 2oo % conversion.

-16-



    Fig. 5. Isotopic isomers of propylene-d

         -d2, and their names

  CH3 D CH3 H ' CH3 H
                     X/  Å~/            Å~/

  cis --1-d, trans-1-di 2-di

Propylene-d2

 CH3 D CH3 D CH3 H
   c=c             c=c                      c=c

          trans-X,2-d2                    cis-1,2 -d2   x,1-d2

 CH2D D CH2D H CH2D H   x/                     x/            Å~/

   H H •H D D. H.     L...--.L...-.--.----7

       1,5-d2 . 2,5-d2

 and2

  CH2D   Å~/    c=,c    /x   H
    5-d,

  c"Dx' /
    c=c    /Å~
   IH
   5,5-d2

H

H

H

H
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                Chapter IIX. RESULTS

               Part A. Hydscogenation

     From the recent studies of the hydrogenetien oif
               13) ,14)
                      over suppoxted orc unsuppoxtedmethyl acetylene

Gtoup VXII metals, following conclusions are derived.

The initial rate order in bydrogen lies Å}n the ranges

1.0tVZ.5, while the Grdex in rnethyiacetylene is zero

or slighUly negative. Polymerization appears to be

detected in a somewhat greateur extent during "L-le hydxo-

genation ovex all the catalysts.

     In the presLen"c investigat2on, the :.eac-J2on of

methylacetylene with deutexium was cascxied out, therefore,

at a relatively low temperature (250) so that the possible
                                                       'occurrence of polymerization rnig:/.t be minimized. Actually,

no polymerization was observed, and al-X metal catalysts,

except nickel, retained steady activities for sufficient

periods to give consistent xesi.'.1"us. Nickel was

deactivated, howevex, and its activlty decxeased to

2/5 of the inÅ}tial one aftex five experÅ}ments.

A-1. Reaction curves
"- "-----.".-.---"----
     Typical. reaction curves with a nixtuxe ofIydxogen

and rnethylacetylene (H2 or D2 : CH3-CeeCH = 2 : :') ovex six

metal catalysts are shown against tirne in r.ig. 4. All

-r 18 -i
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the curves (-AP vs. time) seem practical'ly to consist

of two parts of dif.Fexen+. rates. Each paxt Å}s xegarded

to coyxespond to a stage. The raptd accelvaration in

the second s"cage was observed over aYk metals except

palladium, where the xate of the second stage was
                                              'slower than that of the fixst.
                                 '                                             '     The acceleration points (-APa) defined by the

pressure obtained by the intexsec"L"ion of the curved

portions o.f the fÅ}rst and second s'"Lage oi` the xeaction

(Fig. 4) appeaxed at the pressuxe i`al1 of about 54.5 mni

ovex Ni, 54 mm over Rh, 29.1 mm ovex Pd and P'L", 51.4 mm

over Ix, and 46.5 mm over Ru. Ovex ali t-lte six metal

catalysts, the total pressure faXl observed neax the end

of the reaction was very close to that expavcted from

the stoichiometric equation C3H4t-- 2H2 = C3}-Is, so that

any polymerization process may be neglected in the

pre sent ac eaction cond itions . Ac `i ua Uy , vola ti le poiymers

were not detected in the xeaction mixture of the hydro--
                                        'gena"."• ion by a gas chronatogxapl/..

     The rates of pressure faU durlng the course of

the fi xst s ta s:e reaction was approx ima te ] y px op ox t ti ona l

to the first power of the :"emaining hydrogen pressure,

as shown by the fixst--order rate plots for t'r,e reactxon

over Ni, pd and Rh. in Fig. 5. Tnis firiiding is Å}n
                                                   i3)
accord with the kinetic data xepo-rted by Bond et al.

-20-
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and Mann et ai14) recentiy for the hydrogenation of

methylacetylene using pumice-supported and unsupported

rnetal catalysts of Group VIXT; i.e., pxactically

first order in hydrogen and zero or slightly negative

order in methylacetylene.

     The effect of initially added propylene upon the

hydrogenation rate was studied over iridium-black

catalysts. The reaction curve observed with the mixture

which consisted of 50 mm of methylacetyZene, 26 mm of

propylene and 60 mm of duterium agreed well with that

observed with the standard mixture. Thus no effect

of added propylene was observed.

A--2 Selectivity
-- ---.----."ny-
     The course of the xeaction with the standard

mixture was followed by analyzing the reaction products

after various conversions, and the selectivity (S) was

determined. Fig. 6 shows the dependence of selectivity

on conversion of the hydrogenation. The selectivity

was constant within an experimental error, during the
                           'course of the first Stage for all the catalysts and the
                                    'sequence in S at 250 was as follows.

          Pd > Pt > Rh > Ni > Xr

The typical values of selectivity over six metal catalysts

- 22 -
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are suminaxized in 1'abiLe 2.

     For the reaction over Pd and Rus the selectivity

was determined not' only in the fixs+. stage, but also

in the second stage, as shown in Fig. 6. Selectivity

vs. conversion curves of' both mezals,were consisted of

two straight lines, which inteTsected at the conve]rsion

corresponding to the acceleration point. Aftex the

point, the selectivity deereased rapidiy as the reaction

proceeded. T'Iais findlng shows cleanty that in the fÅ}yst

stage methylacetylene is hydrogenated to both propylene

and pxopane in a certain rat.:-•o, and that in the second

stage further hydrogenation of propylene to propane
                                                  'b e c o m p- s d o m i na n t.

     During the hydxogenation cataZyzed by ruthenium-
                                        'bXack, a txace amount of aliene, an isomex of methyl-

acetylene, was pxoduced in addi"clon. ".N,o "che hydrogenation

products. Over the other metal catalysts (Ni, P• d, Pt,

R'a and Ir), however, aXlene could not be de"cected Å}n the
                 )e )reaction products. Table 5 shows the composition of

itydxocarbons at three conversions of the hydrogenation

ovex ruthenium-black. As is seen from Table J, the

amount of allene increased as the reaction proceeded.

--e-e.--..-L.-.wwk-p-..-pt-m-----k---- "

,e) This point is cZarified' in p. 65.
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              Table 2

Selectivity (S) fox Propylene Formatxon

the Reaction of Methylacetylene (50 rnm)

Deutexium (60 mm) at 250.

during

and

Conv.(%e) Ni Pd Pt Rh xx Ru

io

5o

7o

o.76

o.76

O.98

O.98

O.98

0.92

O.91

O.92

O.88

O.88

o.86

O.28

O.28

O.5o

o.45

o.45

o.45

                 Table 3

Percentage Composition of Hydroqa•urbons in the

Reaction Mixture of C3H4 fi- D2 over Ru-black at 250.

No. Conv .( 9o) Propane Propene A11ene ma

57

55

56

5o

5o

7o

ll  '5
].7.
   8
24.2

 9•6

'14.3

18  .4

1

1

4

.4

'2

'3

77•,

66  '3
5j5 .,

   .
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A--5 Fine and hypexfine deuterium dis"L'•ributions
    -T------wh-------t------.-----""---"--v--------.H"-dv..

     The deuteropropylene formed by the reaction of

rnethylacetylene wit'n deu+.erium as well as the residual

methylacetylene were analyzed rr.ass spectromQtx'ically,

and the fine de:.iterium distxibutions were detexmined.
                                     'Dvlono- and di-deuteropxopylenes were a]so examized' by

microwave spectxoscopy to determine their hypexfine

deu"cerium distributions. All Vne ]runs wexe analyzed

in the first stagQ, namely before the acceleuration point.

     The x"esults are shown in Tables 4 (N•i), 5 (Pd),

6 (pt), 7 (Rh), 8 (Ir), and 9 (Ru). Each tabie 2s

devided into two sections, such as Table 4f for the

fi• iytke distributions and Zable 4h fox the hypertine

distributions. In the 'Tf'T sectio:;s of the "L"ables,
<P/tOO denotes the mean number of substitut•ed deuterium

atoms in the produced propylene. They are calcuXated
by (ID/1oo = Zi.di/ioo, where i = o, z,,----,6, and dt is

the perce}atage cornposition of propylene-di (C3H6utiDi)-

Tle measurement errors in the hypeMfine deutexium distri-
butions are indÅ}cated by the values of 2.S <"xsV ( v"-Y : the

standard deviation).

                                    '
     i> Nickel catalyst. Tab ;• e 4f -`.• nd iea tes that
     "-buwi--.--.-k.--.------
propylene-d2 is the major pxoduct di.,,xing the xeactÅ}on
                              'over nickel ca`Lalyst, and that the :i'ine dis-LributÅ}on

of deutexopacopylene is constant untiZ 70 9o cop.veysion.

-• 26 ..



Nevextheless, the degree of a"euterium exchange in

methy].acetylene was very small. IsetopÅ}c composition

of the residual deuterium was also examined by mLass

spectrometry fox the experiments No.2 and No. 5.

I)he Tesults were H2 : HD : D2 = O.2 r 2.2 : 97.6 (No. 5)

at the 50 9o conversion, and O.4 : 4.9 : 94.7 (No. 2)

at the 70 9o conversion. Thus thcp xe+,urn of hydrogen

to the gas phase was very small, though increased to

some extent as the reaction proceeded.

     When the initiai deuterium pressure was Å}ncreased

from 60 mrn to l49 mm, the yield of propylene-d2 incxeased

and the mean number of sub' stituted deutex:'um atoms in
propylene (<[)llOO) decreased slig]'atly. An increase in

temperature from OO to 5CO xeduced the yield of propylene-

d2 and favored highly deuterium-substituted species,

such as- propylene-d3, -d4, -ds, and --d6•

     The hyperfine distributions of pxopylene-d2 axe
                                                       '                                                  --summarized in Table 4h, whe=e the pe-x-centage composi"L-zon

of only four isomers are descrÅ}bed, because othey thxee

possible isomer$ of propylene-d2 could .not• be detected.

Of the propylene-d2 isomers, cis-Z,2--d2 is the rnost

abundant product in all the cases. Incxease of the
                                     'initial partial pressure of deuterium ixcxeased the

yieid of cis-X,2-d2, but decreaseC' "L-le•"Lose of trans-1,2-d2

and 1,1-d2. The yield of.Propylene•-cis-1,2-d2

-27-



was reduced by increasing the tempexature.

     The amounts of pxopylene-5-di and propylene-2,5-d2

were vexy smal].. "{oreover, micxowave anal••ysis o[f

propylene--d3 (No. 2) gave the xesvtlts that the gxeateM

part of propylene-d3 is pscopylene-Z,ix,2-d3, CH3-CD=CD2.

Thus, the methyl c.roup of the methyttacety'lene is inext

to the reaction ovecr the nickel catalyst. This conclusion
                                     13was confirmed in the hydrogenation of CH3-C:-CH,
                                       13because the D.roduced propylene was only CH3--CH=CH2 but

        13 13not CH3- CH=CH2 nox CH3-CH= CH2. Ihese nyesui"us are

summatized in Table 10.
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               Table 4f

        Nickel-Catalyzed Reaction

                      '
Distributions of Deuteropropylene and Deuteromethylacetylene.

rvo. Po
tyIA

    a)
lpo
  D2

 -----in"J- boua

Conv
 (%)

. TemP.
     (oC)

Me thylace tyle ne ( 9o)

   - -diin- do dt )d2

Propylene (%•o)

do d 1, d2 .d 3
-"d4 ds

-
d6

Åë

1OOh

J

4

6

 l

2

5

7

li

14

tu--de--h--,e--pt

1/2

1!2

Y2
1/2

1!2

V2
1/5

1/2

1/2

  ----Mtbibe

5o

5o

44

6o

7o

7o

7o

7o

7o

25 99 .s
25 99.4
25

25 99.,
25 98.,

25 98.4
25 98.s

 o 99.,
50 98e2

O.5

Oe6

O•7

1•4

1.6

1.2

O•4

1.s

        1         t9
-----         '9
        2.4

        1•s

----""""  les
b.h.tu  2.          o
        1         t8

....-h-  - 1         '8

..-.--..  2.3
  wh

18.3

18.3

18.6

18.s

18.s

18.4

17•s

18.6

16.4

49•s

50•2

49.2

49•o

49.6

49.6

55•,

52•,

46.s

29.5

29•o

29.2

29.,

29•,

29.,

26.,

26.,

52•,

O.6

O•6

O.6

O.7

Oe7

O•3

O.1

O•3

O•9

in-NA

---=

---;-

---

----m--

•--
O.5

----.-N 2.0         9
----th 2.0         8
hha-.-. 2.07

.-pm 2.0g

---- 2.o         8

---•----- 2.0         8

--N".b-  2.06

v---- 2•Os

Q•s 2•I,

a) pO = 50
 MA mm
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                                                   Table 4h (Nickctl)

                                        Hyperfine Distribution of Propylene-di and -d2
                                 '
                                                  '                                 '                                                                                       '""" /''' r" /' r' ww'tu""' " "" -be es'4" 'b-"""-'"abrm"z"""va:'I"I .i:.r .I:.I..,:..I.r.v".-.. I..:,,.,lill,J.ii.i//1.l./r..ll...}il...il,/.l..1//il..i.gL.11111I..I.I.IIII,.II"Illli.,...,,i.I,l...,..Ill.]1.,IIII..,ll,w Ti"'"`W'pt'lvi.1..1,.,,.1,il.II..,I.I..III[.II,1...I.i:I,rw..=, tw.,., ".;]pm.1,I//illll..'l-IIIII..I"•I.li.i,..,i.i.......,,l,,.1...wli...II.].".I.1,11.1,lilre'1.l..,J,....1.:.I.,,,l..1.

t/k't:,, cond itions Corw .( %) c-}-dt t' -1 -'dt 2-di 5'" cl t, c-1 ,2 --d2 t-1,2 -• d2 l,1 -• cl2 2-,5' -d2
-nytXth-"hxwtr.tt rvll./t•.t..,t.t+//, t../su-./,.l./t.t.,....•.t/ •tt ...•.tke./.,./tt#-tli••t..tt .•. /.tt.•'.'tt S .•/-t/.,d't.-.t. "/.'. .'"t.vt•.k'=Awu'tM'=r7N .t.-'itlk•.,.tttt.. .'.'.m -..•/'.•.'t ..'-t..-..,/. .L/,ttt:.tt's,-'..t.St/.'tttt'.•"/•t -.'t .-t.''•,tM"tVtt"." rrl"t't'"fHe•'.t• '".'.L'Å}t-,t.'ftt' 't.'•t.tt,.'•tt4'•'-esTt'-V-t,--'•/-'.tV,•'.!lfi=)t-'-t.'."ptt.'t .",',..' .,tt .. ,. 't.' .. ,.,t "t - ''' '. ,. ' . ' ', ' t . - ., .,.'  ''. L,'-LI. tVH-Vv"t'= '..tt,t,';-"mm. -ptm, ,'rw'Ppt ,t..t'..-.y/..t ,.t-x.t. .,/t ltt.-q.).-t ,,-t. .s .,,. t. ,.'.t av/"/: '.-'. kft,'.. ',.t.'..tt,t..ti,/..th-,..t.-n.. -..t -  /,. . .=,tk.-/ -tt=.t-.mu."

 4. y?t, rsC'• io 15.2 .IL- 1.o ;'L•9.9 :Y- 6•9 45•5tp'"•l <1•2 . sg.sÅ} z..6 24.9 :t 2.o '.'55• -Å} 1.8 L'. O.5
                                                ' 2 112,2csO ' 7o 16.7 g= o.9 57.1 :i: 5•O 4545 Å}:" 6•7 O•9 pl: O•2' s•f•.•i -"+". 1.g 2s.sÅ}1.g ls.Ll :t 2.4 o.g :t o.2
                                                                                    '                                                                                                                   '                              '                             ' rz 1!s,, ta-r;`O 7o. 14.6Å}1.1 .?8.7 tt 7•4, .46•7 =IM 4•O .<Ov2- . 6s,s +. ,.s. 2o.h -rv:'i.2 i77.i :h" i.P- i.o Å}. o.J

                         '•i.> x,x2, oO 7o ig.js ::'! i.j. 5j5.;cr) =i- 4•5 4C,•6 :! 4•7 o•E5 :!'-' c•2 B7.2 -i: o,g 2s.rL]) t,:o.g 'ixi.jii :l i..;r) .' < o.2

i4 ..i,,.{...,1.,,..f....../?.t,oO .......-.,.,i....,...I(lo..,..pm......,.,.,....3.2-".in' 2i.wa9..-2.me-,,2,.'ill/.:i. ,.'/'...i:..ifi.........,,.e..,//.,:..E...,I/f.ii,...l...,;.l......ww2...;..91.,.illl'i,,.wwO...:n:1..,,...,l...,l.,., 4s[g 'i' },,:.,g-.wwnv..tte.:/IL..e.,,:..6,-.. .,9.,,.];..,:,i.,"'Ll.:.L., .g,.,.;.....S",."...,..,..,i..,.,.,.,nv..o...;.,2.., ,,l..m



     2) Palladium catalyst. For ti.-.e .reaction of methyTl-
     -------------------p- -in--                                                      'acetylene with deutexium over palladiurn-black catalyst,

the fine and hyperfine distributions of deuteropxopylene

were examined not only in the first stage but also in

the second stage (after 97 9e conversion). They are
           'listed in Table 5f and 5h, respectively.
                                            '     In the fixst stage of the reaction, the yield of
                                                   '
puropylene--d2 and that oE propylene-cis--1,2-d2 wexe

larger than those obtained from the nickel-catalyzed

reaction. Highly deuterium-substituted propylenes

(propylene-d4, -ds and -d6) were not detected.

This finding indicates that the methyl gxoup was not

substituted by deuterium. This conclusion is decisively
     'evident by the hyperfine distributions of pxopylene-di

and -d2 in Table 5h.

     The degree of deuterium exchange in methylacetylene

as well as the return of hydrogen to the gas phase

were very smalZ even at 50 9o conversion (No. 16), judging

fxom the foUowing results.
      '
          C3H4 = 98.1 9o, C3H3D = -i.9 %,

          H2 = O.2 9o, HD = 1.9 9e, D2 = 97e9 9o

     During the first stage of the reaction, both

deutexium distributions wexe constant and the methyl

group was not substituted by deuterium. rn the second
                                                   'stage, however, highly deuterium-substituted pxopylenes

•- 51 -



were produced and the methyl grouDi was substituted by

deuterium as shown in Table 5h (No. 42). rvI•oreover,

the yield of tbose spGcies incxeased as the reaction

proceeded.

     This tendency is due to the occurrence of propylene

isomerization in the second stage, w'fiich is pzohÅ}bited

in the first stage. This result agrees well with the

hydrogenation of dimethylacetylene catalyzed by alumina--

   ' 17)supported palladium;                       i.e., the reaction was highiy
                              '
selectÅ}ve for the formation of cis-2-butene in the

first stage.but after the removal of dimethy].acetylene

the cis--2-butene isomerized to trans--2-butene and 1-butene

as well as hydrogenated.
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                        Table 5f

              Palladium-Catalyzed Reaction (250)

          Fine Distribution of Deuteropropylene

mu-lnv•  =,  'ww-t.scMtmum'.ww. maan'e"mu1:-]XrJ..S'rmwnuast"ftMtrmrmsm"wuuaat:.rmutsuyrpt•mmswua"anww mpsurmvme".t....,mosTdp

No. Co'nv .

 ( 9o)

•maenm'wn...mma1=.tanteezaan ptvauaec su.

16 5o
IS 7Q
44 90
45 lo)r

42 118
41 150

             Propylene
ord•py' lll•jz-• '-s' -=i-za'Wpt'-"us iMl "1um'nvww"e` mu' uemattme`za6 3

,)tX)-tva/modiwusmvnt".

  1."

  O•9

  O-8

  0'7

  O.8

  O.9

 d2

79.   2
78•s

79•,

72og

65•,

50•,

(atio)

.-.1.'meyavpat,u' rmn.b-=.di.-: .rmT-t v.P.nvpm
d4 ds d6

Åë

100

'rL.mamammzatww.'Y,"-tXktltesn.,.',nv' ewlnmmt,tsmAImu../Lww.ms=nyME=TtPtpli)yL=em.rtnv.erfcetASS/t,t.wwmmwotrma,ri".}wwuawwaxuesz-

11.1 8.6
11•6 9•o
 9.1 lo.g
 9., 1. S;.3
 9•o 21.7
8.3 29.2

.-..H-..  -.. za "-.ww 1.9s

imha. "-.- .-la- 1.96

-" k.m-- la--- 2.0o

O.g O.6 O.s 2.lo
2•2 1-4 1.i 2e24
5'4 3.6 2r6 2•5t

wwJ:uamu' =' 1'ne= rmtwSktmVmuurtlimmuaua-UmoiStarc maawumprm•uat .ltt"tmmroumumuimNiamomptmc"turGm

pO .50 mM,
 C.3H4

pO = 6o mm
 D2
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         Table 5h (Pd)
Hyperfi.ne Distribution (9o) of C3HsD and C3H4D2

mo.MmuJo-trm-"='.pu, Stde-"HeS"."LtSuanv.=Ltl,tsbftmo-n-e '' mems, ww '-,-.scta. au'.'  ' ' wuC=ev . 1"w. - -. t-# ww mumoAkfi-smnvwapt.ew,theltmtssslt-editma

No. Co nv. propyle ne -c'/i prop yle ne -d2
          esw=rmtu...-,; t,ug=ua=tpmwwrcmmEAtsT-t.'S"T}el Waman-= ' tmulCveIuswn= tanv -"LU twwrmtmurm . ltttr)touth evmm"st' rm alwtmuivtriVmmtimu, trMgrh. m, =ttrm,wmawhtmmtumny     (9o) c-1-di t-1-di 2-di 1,1-d2 t-1,2 -d2 c-1,2 -d2                                                               2,5-d2
tu,tu rmmu.T"-eJsn"ttcM.antermuH--stvvt ' 1'sethnt ettsvsonvL'm="et"F.zadetm"aumu"ttua-f.ww nmwwnwcr.t, t."t"" anva. t. s rm. ot-rmrivndeab.]Ht 'mus- "vtts nmtsurs.. m"="sT"-p)uat.ll..an-."nt, -mx.-="-womav

17 io 5.7:!i:-o.4 51.6Å}8.2 42.7:t4.9 o.7=t'o.5 xo.4Å}o.5 88.9 !zo.6
16 5o 5.5Å} o. 72 49.7 -M 6.2 44.8Å}4.7 o.9 to.1 lo.6 -AÅ}-i o.7 88 .5 rf o.6

i5 7o 5.7 ;:tk o.5 49 .8 :f 7.8 44 .6 N. 8.2 1.oÅ}o.i n.3 to.5 87 .7 ho.5

42 118 8t5 :S`- Ot5 58•9 l'7 3S•4 52-)•8 :t] 7•1 2`l5 li Oe1 16`J :!FL Oe5 79•9 '-"S Ot5 1•4:V: Oe2

nv auF./a.tMmluatfi/thi wwmaguaum urt""Mkthly.mu"T eurnza#"ffuamaam'opnvag- =X. tWmxam/"thrmar x=Lou ""reat""".t -.ptLlpmehtljv--L..Lt . "tdi"#"!gwwny"uH ttuh --.tt-y.anD.twwanrc=su wn.tnvntumutma e- . =/.pza-Jt .ny t tld-ttum--t li -

             Pg3H4 = 50 Mm, P82 = 6o mm, 2sO



     5) PIatinum catalyst. Features of both deuterium
     --------------"------- -bu
distributions obtained ovex Pt-black catalyst showed

a ge nera l s i mila rity to t• h o s, e ob ta i ned ove r Pd -b l ac k

catalyst, except that propylene-d4 was produced ovex

Pt-black, as Table 6 shows, though srnaXl in amouzt.

     Th' e majox products were pxo] ylene-d2 in p. xopylene,

and propylene-cis-1,2--d2 in pxopyl'e!e-d2. Both

distributions were constant within an expeximental

error duxing ti>e first stage of the reactÅ}on. The

isomers, in which the methy2 group was substltuted by

deutexium, were not detected in bot'i'i propylene-di and

-- d  2.
     The exchange degree of methylacetylene with deuterium

was very small, though it increased gxadualiy as the

reaction proceeded. Isotopic cornposition Of deutexium

at 70 9e convexsion <No.25) was as foilows.

          Hi2 = O.5 9o, HD = 2•l 9o, D2 = 97.6 9o

Thus the xetuxn of hydrogen to t/he gas tthase was very

small in the sarne manner as obsexved over nickel and

palladium--b'laÅëk catalysts.
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                            Table 6f

                  Platinuin--Catalyzed Reaction (250)

     Fine Dls"cribution (%o) of Deuteromethylacetyl-ene and Deuteropropylene
pmtst';tws.v.v..,ta-mumt.''nv"TOnitr.wwWNedLl"'ptPtuW- q rm[ut.-"nyJtt,t50mu, ' mattw'-Mthtv'"t"stt,,.Sth-=.F.aut,.tummu ' ,ttrl"ss,.ww!-ptk'Stm-cLlmtttrmtsv"tt"-.t. ,-.,opta=mm-zetmsJ"utt.e.-='tt.sumimTd,;;"tS.dt,. .Vd/-,t-cu=un-pt pt.zz's'ewnm"

No. Conv. Methylacetylene Propylene - Åë-
       <./.) 'krffdi"-l"mo-mu"'rt'='"1-'r:nv""di'ny'as'-2?..,.dpm,"" ::rgunsu dwlww""'""'mal'"'f'w'd'""`rT"':'""'""''vk"'uth'i"T""',"'"wt''"""'"""t'g'wl;m""" '6,,dm-,in""' 1oo

pmam.,r"pt wtv y=, lt-e; v. tev.t./nt.mpwtt.,.t .,M. ,clnm. .r.l--.tptt"nmnyev, "--T-'nv.za-t F.t-V'  ,' pt,tpt wn. .r.mar,'-t/ ',t."..s,tth"r-. svl- wnr.t"t"s.'. diOltTneL-w-,Ltt.uEtNil'-Å}"mpcait-ifi)=l' 'th.I'--wnw. ew.-mdi.tu nvstt-s-A-.t-tPJ.t/.="="axu ..wn'an.t-ua,wi"tatX'ev:eJx.L' .tt, .. . .t'tttt.t-":"tsn

25 So 97.2 2.s -- i•3 ii-4es 74'•7 9t2 O•3 ----- ]-•93
26 40 97•. 3•o -ny -- 1•3 14•i 75'o 9'4 O'2 ---'-- 1'93
24 S'O 96 •g j5 •i -------- IL •i 14to 75e. 9t3 Oe6 -w"Lny'b"-' le94

25 70 96ts 5e2 im-hi 1`o l]e4 75e2 9•s Oes inM--"ww 1"9s
ma. --1""mmwwmoer,".n/k'.--=vedi.tn-pLmaeKqVe.pm, vaSouUwwULtthwuwnt ' ua" . 'pmt' ' upttrm=retqottcsutdidiesc',pmte,.t.;.'....Anmsuwtiran--kmNma. . EnvmuouN-.'-wwpm"'.t.t.tU.tt''=-,vveee+ mu

 oP =5.0 mm,
 C3H-r

pO =6o mm
 D2
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   t'tntne""ttcmb .t t..-

No. Conv.
       ( ero)
twmaarm4:..,pm]vet"/-ntmuor

25 iO
24 50
25 70

-OtuLXew ,tF.....av-

                  Table 6h

     Hypetfine Distyibution
. .Wlgtiu-#=-mbrtv-egtuspti'Å}=/bu'.s.rct,.on=5-tJG ' sw inntWwuSPLLte tleembprt.,vts-.T;.-' .

(Pt)

(9,) of C3HsD and C3H4D2

     propy].eile-do
ptMp-=htLFnt="-L'.h -V.kAem.'di'thestpm.t.h't--te.". .".th", ntU'."-rarm"w.ra-'-' IX.-"tn"atr .

 c--1-di t-1-di
V":mu"tliMMnm-VXtt,-tLtt.',IJ:tima,t.'"im pa .

    2--dl 1,

 ' .K ','

propylene-d2
1-d2

ma twtww.zmynvm=ttanpt= ' .

 5.2 =P o.2

 5.4 :Å}: o.2

 2•8 ! Oe2

t--1,2--d      .2

   7.7 -----} O.3 44.7Å}5.4 47.6 th 5.4

   8.5Å}O.4 42.7Å}4.8 48.8Å}4.5
   8.6 t o.5 4j5.IS Å} 5.6 48.1 l 6.2

                    /. Ouacr","[.4fitmu. st)i:.za'ptpm.,,-.,Ltt.,.,vattRtt,.l .rmme"u-;Eptt ' .'".J", 'flt,MEtswLVptil wwwama..w.:

     '
15.8Å} O.7

14 .8 =t-- 1. ;;

i6.o Å} o.8

 c .. 1,2 -cl 2

s77 .o :!F: o.6

81`8 {,:.: 1eO

81.2 Å} o.6

 oP =SO mm, C3H4
 oPD2 = 6o mm, Reaczaon tempexature = 250



     4) Rhodium catalyst. All P()ssi:oia.e dcuterop]ropylenes
     b-tV-t-----tl------H-au-m---ww-

were produced during the reaction ovex xhodium-black

catalyst, as shown in Tabie 7f. Moxeover Vne exchange

reaction of methylacetylene with deuterium occurred

rapidly, and methylacetylene-dz was produeed in large

quantities. The mean number of deuterium in propyXene

increased as the reactictn proceeded. This increase of

the mean deuterium number in pxopylene would be due to

the increase of the fxactÅ}on of methylacetylene--da.

     The reaction of methyXacetylene with non-equili--
 '
brated mixture of H2 and D2 was investigated. The fine

distribution of deuteropropylene obtained by this

reaction is shown in the lowest 1Å}ne of Table 7f. The

distribution shows clearly that scxambling of hydrogen

and deuterium takes place on the suerr'ace, because if

not, the yield of propylene-di wi]1 be smaUerswhile

that of propylene-d2 wiil be greatex than the obsexved

value.

       Table 7h indicates that al! possible isomers of

propylene--d2 were produced , so that appxeciable amount

of deuterium atoms substituted hydrogen atoms in the

methyl group.
                              '     The yield Qf cis-1,2-d2 dec.veased as the reaction

p:oceeded, whi2e 1,1-d2 ancl txecas--k,2-di2 incxeg$ed.
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                                    Tabl.e 7f
                                                          '
                          Rhodium-Catalyzed Reaction (250C)

                              '             Finci Di.stxibution (%) of Deuteuromethyl.acetylene and Deuteropropylene

mememo.,xs".t.-,.tittu  w."-rmtxupmwwmt-,."mtmmeHr.et.ptc-','.."ny,"tr.pt.'-ntut?s[wt. /v".,va'mmm, .ua".:um'-.diupuatpmx.wwthLsu.., .manpmne'onrm'rm.wwmm,antnuanveth"a.mm.avlj,-anta-,tsmm-vtm-rwtxhle' .thuaww nmupt st-tigew

No. conv. Methylacb?tylene ' propyl.ep,e .orwh<l->ny--
              meetww, . tv.s.". s-rmFy. '.tvedeAuvt"m.es"mufmxN'Jpt","";ntset. '.. .':.v- tevz'.t"t..--- .-tr. t'.t.,......o't" -."'or,,-rr.wny.,zrwu wuabawny.atEMtutTitm.s-imutmuwt[.h.. . . t ,-,kbepvptuLwwza,.t..N.t-t,ucur"-tan.;pt.tr)-tutts.t.,--.,.-n nyJt:tJvtzu"t"-w.-ptsmstinTwtrw I CJO

       .(cr!o) do dt d2 d3,d4 rdo di d2 d3 d4 ds d6
                      sww"1- . .' M,-Hua"/tzatutittltt..'.t"'t-/"'tt,'..'-'.'t.tt..L-t-'t.,h'."gitit!t'Va-rctS'./.tt-.M.-"tavtrmth=-.maM'rmrmtms'v.v."di-XeStdivfun ' '--in/-t"'l.:tXtVtast?t-X! .It.Wmu"/ww-tts'anmemoM'rdi'.TS-.t'.'/t"t/,'tv. .-.'+S,lt"".'.nL'trwtww,mp.'t: tt.t"...-,ttt.-,-..'.t#.Lt.mapmL'"zalukTeEL-t.lt'E't,.',ttt'ptt/,Tt.,t,t-wutr.t't4-t'm"th'pt'Sin-eevPts-')t4pt-"sWtumt-'''

49 3o 8i.s 18.2 --•-L..---- --- -4- 5.4 2i•2- 52•3 i9•3 1•-i i•2 O•g' 2•02
5I 5o 62., j5 7., ----H -.•---- 5.4 20.s 47•, 24•s ]- •, 1.. O•s 2•O,
5o 7o 57.3 42 .4 o.3 ------ 5.i 19 .6 47•7 25-7 2•i 1•, o• 7• 2. 1.

 (r•d• in 5H) (62•g) (271•s) (5•3) (Ot3)

 (r•d• in 4H) (65•3) (POe7) (5•6) (Oe4)

     ,. H3 fe D2 -F C3H4 .55 ' 50 50.1 527•1 ?-7•1 (MM) 44e2 40"4 15es 1•g --m- '-im`'- O"73
                                                                                             'm,.annv.s-n"=l-ema"su-mu' .nm. ". ,ut/ts, au-tD!ma X',',-rE=vth. tu.;/' Meta.wunvut- mmta,MMLwth . ' ".ww":evew.thtFiua...','tz","ttut"w,t-.eske.ewt)-.iLde."su

Po
 C

a)

3H4 " 50 Mlli, P82 = 60 mm, except INTo. ss

 Calculated dis,txibution of deuteroinethylacetylene (No. 50

 d i .q. t r i b u t i o n l a: ; .
        d, - .ci(i- - 'lb )a-i(zPi)i, llf- g•,-8. Y.,i•di,

 where a is the numbex- of exchangeable hydx'ogeniatorris and

)by random

o 4i <- 4.
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-fiStmuvaveth."vtx,mavtst""t-" -sw

No. Conv.
     ( cro)

5o 7o

49 50
5o 7o

Hyperfine

    Tab1e
Distribution

'

7h (Rh)

 (9o) of C

                  -'"ivadwmmbq ,                                  '          Propy].ene--d,
'" li.illlza.rs'killll-Ilewdetu.-..mnti]I'IIIIIevs..zk":vturpmtt"'lz:"ua:'`:'T'b'I'I::"um'ts•i:E,J'Idl//['I:I'I:"':.:"rvun"NTrm"-

Il-7.4 -Å}A: o.5 ll7.o :-!i.: 2.o 42.8 =V-- 2

                     '
ww`""'""L""-J-----t--...rm.nt.pt..........mu......,nte X 02 Y 1, e,,.nas9 - d 2

mok...,jL;'.,}.hed2 k. i'2"d2 . C"I I.ii:':fdLjzpt..

        2'Z.7 =1- ]..9 19.1 -..-...}-- O.6

        20t8 ts'su lv?r" 21.2 ';-l-" 5eO

-fi' .za'wwSttML--ta7-DFrm.en:be-'CL'V==t'Mtva4Mttt.t /'tsktth;auiww.'-pt.,/. s.,.'=t'.t .wumm"#tt"klmu '

  '           oo          P =50 mm, p                       D2           C3H4

3HsD and C3H4D2

,/"-"'tTO.am ' W4ME=MVFsctmo '                          -WL'uaanvevd                '                  '
          -' .rmVhL'Mma' '. Mat ' ..pm-enTnt     3 --d ,,

 . 7 2rm. swn:"ttrkbjewo. 5 rm"wwua ------ta"-----.ptu.th..ww tu

                           '

amr llllwwLVuai , 2.1 I]ldi , ' pm' 'M'mu"'C :va3'St/rrr -----L--•--t•;-1 J.--tt-,---sTt-•-•ul=tm

            tu"ut,me-ipmmonyua,-t=rcSPt'.,,Jt"tuaVx,ntt-t.=-Tonet,F.="
  58.6:-'."':1.4 l.5x" o.4

  535•>'Å} L•8 1•4 :'iiny Oeii3

oasesM-um'pmt.'wtev ht.Xcrfme.mmvl=mumnmlua:whvqt .. .pmla--rmwwlva

=6o mm, 2sO

1e4 :Å}-T Oe2

1e5 ! O2.-

1.7 t3:-• o.i

ls8 Å} Oe5

   op'J#pt--.n"ew'tmu



     5>• Tridium catalyst. All possible deuteropropylenes
     ---------"--d"---"-d."---Lot
were produced over iridium•-black catalyst as shown in

Table 8f. The yield of propylene-d2 and the mean number

of deuterium in propylene decreased as the reaction

proceeded, while the yield of propylene-di increased.
                                                     'The exchange degree of methyiacetylene with deuterium

was very small and increased graduaUy. The return of

hydrogen to the gas phase was larger than those observed
                                                      '                                              'over M, Pd and Pt catalysts.

     In order to investigate the effect of initially

added propylene upon the fine distribution of deutero-

propane/ the reaction with the nixture which consisted

of methylacetylene (30 mm), propylene (26 mm) and

deuterium (60 mm) was carried out at 250. The resuit of
                                                       'thÅ}s reaction (No. 55) is shown in the lowest line of

Table 8f, together with the result of No. 56, in which

the standard mixture was used. As is seen from these

results, initially added propylene did not significantly

affect the fine distribution of deuteropropane.

     Of the propylene-d2 isomers, cis-1,2-d2 was the

maJ'or product, and the isomers in which the methyl

group was substituted by deuterium were detected in a

relatively large amount. The yield of cis•-1,2-d2
                                                 'decreased as the reaction proceeded, while 1,1-d2 and

trans-1,2-d2 increased.
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             Table 8f
   Iridiurn-Catalyzed Reaeqion (250)

Distribution of Deuteromethylacetylene

    s"-
Methylacetylene

and Deuteropropylene

No

tw
 31

 so

52

)5

. Conv.
     (9o) do dl

-uazasu

>.d2
tpm7mxnv"fi

do
   eropy1ene

dt d2 d3 d4 ds d6

(ibF

1OO

5o

5o

7o

85

99•2

98.s

98.,

97.,

O.8

1.2

1.7

2-3

1.s

2•7

1.s

2•2

IS•4

15•s

16'o

17•3

57•,

56•,

55'o

55•,

20•4

20•2

20•4

20.6

5'o

2•7

2.s

2•g

2.s

2•3

2`4

2et

2•i

1.g

1.6

1.s

2.26

2.2,

2•2o

2el7

No. Po
 C3H6
 (mm)

Conv.
 (%)

Prcopane

d
o

dl d2 d3 d4 ds d6 d7 ds

55

56

26

o

5o

5o

1 '8

1 '5

5•4

2•4

11  '1
8  .2

55•,

54•,

54•4

57•,

4.6

5e4

5•3

6.i

5•,

5•,

Po
 C3H4 = 50 mm, pO =6o mm.

 D2
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          Table 8h (Ir)
Hyperfine Distribution (9o) of C3HsD and C3H4D2

No. Conv.
   ( 9o)

pr opylene --d,

c-1-d 1

neme`lt.rpmmpt

 7.0 Å} O.S

 9.4 Å} O.5

 9.6 Å} o.i

t-1-d  1 2 -di 5-d,

5o

52

55

Jo

52

i5

5o

7o

85

5o

7o

85

46.2 ,,F, lil:i7 4Iii.s Å}-4.i

       4i.7 Å} J.845.8 Å} 2.0

45.2Å}2.4 45.5Å}2.2

     propylene-d2

1.4 Å} O.4

1.1 Å} O.5

1.6 Å} o.5

1,1-d2 t-1,2 •-d2 c-1,2-d2 1,5 --d2 2,5-d2 5,S-d,

7.i '-F o.5

9.iÅ} o.6

10.9 Å} O.9

8e5 Å} O•4

10.4 Å} O.4

IL8 Å}lel

82.7 Å} o.8

78.0 Å} o.9

74.9 Å}1.4

O.4Å} O.l

o.6 Å}' o.2

O.7 tr o.1

O.9Å} O.2

1.0 Å} O.2

1.oÅ}O.2

O.5Å} O.1

o.9 Å} e.1

O.7 Å} O.2

Po
C3H4

" 50 mm, Po
D2

= 6o mm, 2 sO



     6) Ruthenium catalyst. Ruthenium was investigated
        --------
as one of the Group VIII metals having the closed-packed

hexagonal structure, while the above•-mentioned five

metals have a face-centered cubic structure.

     The fi'ne distribution of deuteropropylene obtained

over Ru-black was similar to that obtained over Rh-

and Ir-black catalysts; i.e., all possible deutGrated
           'pxopylenes were formed and propylene-d2 was the major

product.

     The mean number of deuterium atoms in propylene

was larger than those obtained over the other five

metals, and it decreased as the reaction proceeded.

     Table 9h indicates that the methyl group was

substituted by deuterium atoms in an appreciable amount.

The rnajor product was propylene-cis-1,2-d2, but it

decreased as the reaction preceeded.

     Over Ru-black catalyst aUene was produced during

the hydrogenation. The fine distribution of deutero-

allene was also determined by mass spectrometry and

is shown in Table 9f. Fine distribution of deuteroallene

was similar to that of deuteromethyXacetyZene, i.e., allene-

do is dominant.
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                            Table 9f
                                          '                  Rutheniuni--Catalyzed Reaction
                        '
  Fine Distribution of Deuteromethylacetylene
               '

 (25e)

and Deuteropropylene

No.

nv
57

55

56

Conv.
 ( 9o)

Methy1mp.anv.ety1eRSIma.

do di .> d2
ma --tu.

Propylene

    -li ,
       94•,

       85•,

       87•2

AUe ne -do

s-=,..,,.pm ,       ,!").'.t'x

    5eg

   14.g '--b-ti-

   12`s

   dl >d2
-- ,mxva"•

do dl d2
KL.•-,zatrm.,ww mud3 d4 d 5 d6

Åë

'1OO

5o

5o

7o

'1
 '7
1 '8
1 '7

10•7

11.g
1.2L

.   8

88•s
  #ptttaualtmae"ww

pO =50
 C3H4

11•2

46.,

45•2

45•4

27 P' .o

5J•,

52.s

5•3

5•3

5•2

2.4

2.6

2.2

2•2

2•t

leg

2.42

2•4o

2.5,

mm7 pO =6o mm.
 D2

•$nt
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Hyperfine

    Table 9h

Distribution

 (Ru)

(9o) of C3HsD and C3H4D2

No.

56

57

56

Conv.
 ( 9o)

Propylene -di
c--1--d    1 t-1--d

1 2-di ]-di

7o

5o

7o

16.2 t o.9 42
. 8t6

t.1,2 --d 2'

.o 57.7+- 5.6

 propyleug-d2

i5e5 Å} Oe6

1,1-d2 c--i,2•-d2 1,J-d2 2,5-d2 5,5-d2

16 .9 Å} 2.5

19.8 Å} 1.5

!5.9

17.4

+ 1.6

Å}1.6

65.4

58.2

+2.2
Å}le7

1

1

.

.

4Å}O.4
iS i!.: o.6

1

2

.

.

6Å} o.S

7Å} O.5

Oe8

o.6

Å} Oe 35

Å}" Oel

pO =50 mm,
 C3H4

pO =6o mm,
D2

2sO
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Per'centage

Produced by

       Table 10

Distribution of

 the Reaction of

13
  C-methylacetylene
 13  CH3-C:-CH+H2 at 25

and

o on

13  C-propylene

Nickel powder.

Species Before the reactlon After the reactlon

Methylacetylen,e

   XcH3-CgCH

      +   CH3 -- C=- CH

        x   CH3-C !iEi CH

Propylene
   sc    CH3-CH=CH2
       ac   CH3•- CH=CH2

         x   CH3-CH= CH2

 1.

 1.

97.

1Å} O.2

1Å} Oe2

8Å}o.5

 1.

 1.

97.

 L
 1.

97.

2+o.2
l Å}O.2

8Å}O.5

7Å} o.1

OÅ}O.l
]Å}O.2



                Part B Isomenzatxon

     As stated in the pscevious sectio:n. (•]II-A), alZene

(CH2=C=CH2) which is an isomexv of methylacetylene was

found to appeax during the hydxogeriation of me"L-hyi--

acetylene over rutheni:um-black, but not ovekv "L=l,fi.e other

metal catalysts. Isomexization of methylacetylene to

allene over Group VHI metals was not xepoxted either
in the presence or absence of i.ydrogen untu mow.3)

     Frorn the mechanistic viewD. oi, nt, lt is vexy important

to study that allene was producibixe whethex thurough a

process of 't'he, hydxogenation or not. In ordex to

elucidate this problem, the i$omexization between

methylacetyi.•ene and allene was studied m•ainiy over

ruthenium-black catalysts in the absence of hydrogen.

B-1. Catalytic actavity oif eaclri metal.
b-----------"--- -T- W-.------V----"- -th
     To begin with, the catalytic activity of each

metal fox the isomerization was compaxed. A.mount'" of
                                  -
tTi..e metal catalyst and volume of t• he x• eaction vessel

in each run were the same as appiied four the study of

hydrogenation of methylacetylene (See Table l). Methyl-

acetylene (50 mm) alone was introduced into the xeaction
                                                     ovessel, and :;Ja•s al"xowed to stana" fox twenty days at 25 ,

except over ruthenium-black, because all tl-iese catalysts

exhibited very low ac'."• ivity for the isomexization.
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On the other ha nd , rutiys,e ni 'un -b lack wa s vexy actÅ}ve ,

so that the composi'Lion of m,ethylacetyttene and allene
                                                     '
was analyzed fox each one houx.

     Catalytic activity of each metal for the isomexization

as represented by the initial rate of allene formation

per unit surface area and Å}s listed in Table 11. In the

right column of the table, activity for the hydrogenation

is also summaxized for reference.

     As shown in Table 1"k, ruVic•Lenium-bZack ex"nibited
                                 'a very high activity for the isomexizat.E.on. Its activity

was approxima te ly five hundred or mo -ye .t ime s the

activities of the other metals. The rate of the isomer-

ization and that of hydxogenation wexe of comparable oscdex

over Muthenium-black. Therefore, allene could be

detected during the hydrogenation. Over the othex

metals, however, the hydxogenation was fastex in xate

by about five ox more oxdexs of magnitude than the

isomeruatzon.

B-2. Xsome:ri.7.ation over rutthenium-black
be-----wh--W---h -wo-------- ---.------- -
     The catalyzed isornerization of methy]acetylene to

allene was kinetically studied Å}n m,ore de"L"a"s over

ruthenium-black, using the appaxatus shown Å}n Fig. 2.

     Ihe aUene fox•mation always xeached a s"iationary

value; e.g., when the reaetion was staxted from 29.8 mm
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Catalytic Activity

  Table 11

for Methylacetylene-Allene Isomerization

Catalyst

     Ni

     Pd

     Pt

     Rh

     Ir

     Ru

Activity for allene formation
                    X)from methylacetylene
      (mol/m2-cat. hr)

Activity for
hyd roge na tionX )" )

(mollm2-cat. hr)

  -p--lt

5X lo
( lo-9
=:

5Å~ lo
    .. 9S io
pt.s

8x 10

-9

-9

-6

 "
8.

7.

9.

1.

6.

6.

4

8

6

2

6

o

    -4x 10
    -- 3x 10
    "4Å~ 10

    pt 3x 10
    .. 4
x 10
    .- 5x 10

mapua

5

5

1

.

n

.

 X)

x-)

Xnitial partial

30 mm.

This value was

methylacetylene

                                 mu

 pressuxe of methylacetylene was

represented by the initial rate of

 removal during the hydrogenation.



of methylacetylene, the produced aUene increased to

2.9s mm asymptotically after three days. This value may

be establishment of the equttibrium due to the reversed
           '
xeactlon ; e.g.,
                         k.           CH3-C=- CH ;li =ir`=i)....-r CH2=C=C}-I2 .

                         k2

If so, decrease of methylacetylene must obey the fixst--
                                                'order rate shown by eq.(l)

           k= k,+k2 = --]-' ln th--.-I.e-.--. (1)
                                            '                        t Xe -Å~

where x is the concentration of allene at time t and

xe its equUibrium value. Fig.7a shows a plot of the

rate of the isomerization, which was started from 29.8 mm

of rnethylacetylenesvs. time.

     The initial rate of allene formation was independent

of thG initial pressure of methylacetylene as shown in

Fig. 7b, where partial pressure of the produced aUene

was plotted against time. EquUibrium concentrations

of both compoundsare shown below in comparison with theix

theoretical values (cf. discussion).

                  CH3-CECH CH2=C=CH2

          obs. 90.1 9o 9.9 9o
          theor. 96.5 9o 5.5 %

Errox of the expeximental value was less than O.2 9o.
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Fig. 7 (a). First order rate plots for

the isomerization of 29.8 mm of methyl-

acetylene over Ru-black at 250.
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     o

                     /
        Xe= 2.9s mm        xo
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                    3, OO

          XM i me eg ( rs'xE Erig )

                  '                    '

Fig. 7 (b). Time--course of the allene

formation from 29.8 mm or 10.9 mm of
               'met,hylacetylene oveur Ru-black at 250.



B-5. Effect of acetylene to the isom. exization
------.- ---.-----. -"---vei.--.---.-
                                           '     The effect of initiaUy added acetylene upon the
rate of the isomexization was examined at 250. The

initial partial pressure of methylacetylene was fixed

at about 11 mm and that of acetylene was varied in

the range 1.1 -- 11;O mm. Fig. 8 shows the dependence

of the initial rate of allene formation upon the initial
                                  'acetylene pressure. AdditÅ}on of a small amount of

acetylene decreased markedly the rate of allene formation.

The rate observed with equimolal mixture of methylacetylene

and acetylene was approximately 1!55 of the rate observed

in the absence ox' acetylene.

     The effect of deuterium upon the isomerization

was also examined by using two kinds of deuterium-
methylacetylene mixture (P83H4 / POD2 = 1 and 1/2), whexe

the initial methylacetylene pxessure was fixed within

29.4 -- 29.8 mm. •1)he rate of allene formation was

decreased linearly as the initial deuterium pressure

was incxeased as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9.
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 <Pc3H4)O = 29.4 mm ..w 2g.s mm.
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B'-4. Xsomerization accor.ntpanied by deuterium, exchange
                                     -pt"--pt------ -w-pt.ge-
      Dideuteroacetylene was selected as the reagent

which can provide deuterÅ}um atoms to the isomerization

without bringing about the hydrogenation. An equÅ}molal

mixture of dideutexoacGtylenG (il.O mm) and methylacetylene
(11.0 mm) was allowed to stand .for three days at 250. The

produced allene amounted to five percent of the initial

amount of methylacetylene.

     Deuterium distributlons in acetylene, allene and

methylacetylene were determined by the mass speÅëtrometry,

and they are summarized in Table 12. In the table,

values in parentheses deno"Le the distributions calculated

on the basis oif the random-distxibution law, eq. (2).
       '
              1 1•          lg' = g' rs.6.Xi (di) ...

                                               (2)
        (di)..i. = .Ci(1 -- Sl/r)a-i( ?,Zir )i Å~ ioo

                                             '
where a is the number of hydrogen atorns equivalent for

deuterium exchange and di the composition of di species
in percent. consequentiy, li7 denotes the degree of

deuteration.

     As shown in Table 12, a large amount of deuteriurn

atoms was transfered froirn acetylene to nethylacetylene

and allene. The fine distribution ox" deutero-allene
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was very simUar in shape to that of deuteromethyl-

acetyXene. This is analogous to the result of the

reaction of deuterium and methylacetylene (See Table 9f).
                                     '

B-5. Xsomerization and hydrogenation of allene
--p-he- M w pt- -------------
     The isomerization of aUene to methylacetylene was
also examined kinetically over ruthenium- black at 250.

The rate was faster than that of its reversed reaction,

as expected from the fact that the isomerization equUibriurn

shifts to the side of methylacetylene. The rate of methyl-

acetylene formation was independen`L o:- the initial allene

pressure, which was varied frora 29.5 mm to 5.4 mm.

     The methylacetylene foxmation vs. time is shown

by a dotted line in Fig. 10. This isomerization was

started fxom 29.5 mm of allene and did not obey the

first order rate rePresented by eq. (1>. The

equilibrium concentxation of each component was the same

as obtained by the isomerization started from methyl-

acetylene, i.e., 90.1 % .of methylacetylene and 9.9 9o of

a11ene.
                                         '
     Hydrogenation of allene was carried out with the
                        '                             Lmixture which consisted of 28.8 mm of allene and 57.7 mm
                                'of deuteriura. Time-course of the partÅ}al pressure of

each hydrocarbon is shown by a fuU line in Fig. 10.
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In the course of the

produced in a large

proceeded. Hovvever,

during the reaction
       '
of deuterium.

      . reaction, methylacetylene was

amount, increasing as the reaction

 the methylacetylene forrnation

was s' lower than that in the absence
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Fig. 10. Partial pressure of each hydrocarbon againgt

time curve for the hydrogenation of allene
                          tt tCH2=C=CH2 (28.8 mm) with deuterium (57.7 mm)
                    '                  oover Ru-black at 25 .
                    'e, allene; O, propyXene; @, propane
IX , methylacGtylene;

- -a- - - " .. ,eek .- - , partial pressure of me thyla ce tyle ne

produced in the absence ei deuterium.
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               Chaptex XV DXSCUSSXON

1. Hydrogenation.
ts-------------------

     1) Reaction curves apiu selectivt•ty. Consecutive
     be-.k- -.p--- Nv--.wa----in`in------e-----p--bu----pt

reactions, w'{'iere a reactant is converc-ted into an inter-

mediate compound which, may fuxthex react and foxm a final

pxoduct, occur often in hetexogeneously catalyzed reactions.

The catalytic hydrogenation of acetylenic compounds

clearly belongs to such a system, Several approaches

have been made to the theoxettcal treatment of a L"'ozasecutive

reaction and the selectivity fox the foxmatz'on of the
intermediate eompound has been discussecti9) nbond exL al.2)

have studied the catalytic hydMogenatÅ}on of acetylene,

and concluded that tlae scheme of this xeact.ion could be

represented generally by eq, (5)

               C2H2 za,.-. C2H6
                  Å~" c,H,/f ,' . (5)

     Xn the present investigati•on where tlYh.e reaction

of me "c hy la ce tylene wi th deuterimm was ca n" ied ou "L,

propylene and propane were• produced s2multaneously.

Moreover, the selectivi- ty fox pxopylene formation (S)

xemained constant duxing Vne =•"'ixst stage of 'the reaction

over all the six metals. These findings suggest t'hat

the foxmation of propane is due to the hydrogenation
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of the formed propylene adsorbed on the surface from

methylacetylene and not by readsorption of propylene
     'from the gaseous phase. This conclusion is decisively
                                                   '
supported by the results that the initial addition of

propylene did not affect not only the hydrogenation

rate, but also the fine distribution of deuteropropane

(see Table 8f) even over iridium-black, which exhibited

the lowest selectivity of the six metal catalysts.

     Thus the propylene, mihich was produced by the

reaction and was desorbed, could not be readsorbed

and could not enter into the reactive layer at the

surface in the first stage of the reaction. It is

considered that methylacetylene was adsorbed more

strongly than propylene and propane on the metal surface,

'judging from the initial heat of adsorption of acetylene

(67 Kcal/mol), and that of ethylene (58 Kcallrnol) on
nickel surface?O) The readsoxption of propylene which

          '
corresponds to C2H4->C2H6 in eq. (5) might be prohibited
          'by the strongly adsorbed methylacetylene. The scheme

in the first stage of the reaction rnay be written
                                 'simply by eq. (4).

          C3H4(g) C3H6(g) C3Hs(g>
          C3"H4la) -4`"i> c3tsH,ia) --:5:i>c3foHsi.) (4)

In this scherae, the backward reaction of step 2 is
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ruled out by the reasons above mentioned, and rhat of

step 5 is also ruled out because of the weaker adsorption
                                                         20)
of propane, compared with propylene on the metal surface.
         'The adsorbed propylene C3H6(a) undergoes either'
desorption (step 2) or further hydrogenation (step 5),

and here the paths to the formation of propylene and
                                             '                                                   'propane become independent. The backuard reaction of

step 1,4,5 and details of the rnechanism are discussed

in the next section.
                                                    '
     After the acceleration point, the dominant reaction

changed from the hydrogenation of methylacetylene to the

further hydrogenation of propylene to propane. This

change was clearly shown by the time-dependence of

the selectivity for propylene formation over ruthenium

and palladium (see Fig. 6). Thus readsorption of

propylene in the gaseous phase occurs in the second

stage of the reaction. These facts show that both

reactions occur on the same kind of sites, and that

methylacetylene and propylene are adsorbed competitively

on the catalyst surface. Methylacetylene was found to
            'be superiox to propylene in adsorptien untii the

acceleration point, but not in the second stage. Mann
          rt. 4 -b)
            . suggested that the selectivity forand Khulbe

propylene formation might be governed by the difference

in the adsorbabilities of methylacetylene and propylene
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on the catalyst surface and not to the difference in

the rate of hydrogenation reaction, i.e., the catalyst on

which the difference of their adsorbabilities is larger

would exhibit higher selectivity.
                                      '     This difference can be expressed by the minÅ}mum

value of propylene : methylacetylene ratio, which is

necessary to secure the entrance of propylene into the

reactive layer covered with m,o.thylacetylene and to

enable the propylene hydrogenation to be detectable.

Deterrnination of this ratio requires r-ull analysis to

be carried out, but this ratio may be represented for
                            'convenience by the ratio of the partÅ}al pressure of
  '
remaining methylacetylene to that of produced propylene

at the acceieration poÅ}nt. The acceleration point ls

the critical point where readsorption of propylene is

allowed. Therefore, the ratio obtained by this method
                                                      'may estimate the dSfference or- their adsorbabilities

with a reasonable certainty.
                                         '     Fortunately, side reactions such as polymerization

did not occur in the present investigation, and the

selectivity for propylene formaLLion was constant in

the first stage of the reaction over all the cataZysts.

The partial pxessure of each hydrocaxbon at the
                                         'acceleration point is easily calculated by using the

value of selectivity and that of pressuxe fall at the
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acceleration point. Calculated values are surnmarized

in Table 15. In this Table, (C13H6/C3H4)a denOteS

the partial pressuxe ratio of propylene to methylacetylene

at the acceleration point. The -'-atio (C3H6/C3H4)a

decreased in the following sequence.

          Rh >Pd > Ni ->... Pt

The difference of the adsorbabilities our" nethylacerylene

and propylene may tend to decrease in this order.

High ratios were observed ovez ruthenium and iridÅ}um,

but the absolute amo tnts of the produced pxopylGne wexe

so small that they could not be compared with the values

obtained ovex the other catalysts.

     If the selectivity for propylene formation is

governed only by the diffexence of adsorbability as

suggested by Mann and Khulbe, the ordex of selectivity

wUl be the above sequence. However, the observed order

was

          Pd >Pt >Rh > Ni >Ru >Ir.

Xn the hydrogenation of acetylene over Pd, Pt, Nx, Xr
and Rh supported by alumina, the ratiO (C2H4/C2H2)a

at the acceleration point was the highest over

Rh, but Rh did not exhibit the highest selectivity
for ethylene formation of the five catalystsii) Thus

the difference of their adsorbabUities is not the only

factor to detexmine the selectivity fox' p=opylene
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Coniposition

      Table 15

of Hydrocarbons at the Acceleration Point

Cat. PlilA (mm) s "APa(mm) Partial pressure (mm)

C3H4 C3H6 C3Hs

       x)
(ig:/:21i6).

l

or
or

l

Ni

Pd

Pt

Rh

rr

Ru

29.8

5o.o

50.2

50.1

50.2

5o.1

o.76

O.98

o.95

o.86

O.28

o.45

i4.5

29.1

29.1

i4.0

51.4

46.5

2•2

O.9

5•o

O.3

O.2

O.2

 21.    o
 28.4

 25•3

 25•6

  8•4

1j5es

 6.6

 O.7

 1.g

 4.2

21•6

16.s

 9•s

]1.6

 8.4

85•3

42.   o'

15s

ce ) The

at

 paartial pressure

the acceleration

 ratio of

  .polnt.

propylene to methylacetylene



foacmation, and =at'1-o orf t"ne rate of s`Lep 2 to that of

step 5 in eq.(4) must bG consi•dered as onae o[f tine xCactors.

     2) AEJE.:ii13J9Ly• The c,•:-talytic act."LvÅ}ty, which is

represented by the rate of mc-thyXacetylene decrease per

unit s'urface axea of each metal, can be summarized by

the following order:
                            '
          Pd > Rh >Pt >Ni > Ix > Ru

The activity of palladiu• m was ap, p, xoxirnately one hundre,<i.L

times more than that of rut:nenium. SimÅ}lax activity

                                        22)
order was already reported by Bon.d e"L al.                                            •for• the
                                                  'hyd x oge na tio n of a ce tyle ne ove :• ev a p ox a +. ed me ta l fi' l ms ,

where Ir and Ru was not included. The aetiviity order

for methylacetylene hydrogenation was detemn•lned by Mann

and Khulbe, but they used the va".'-• hL,Les pex unit weight of

each metal to cornpare the activities w"2`L'h each otheur.

Therefore, their ,result cannot be compaured with the

present one.

     The rates of pressure fal'L during the course of the

first stage o.F. the reaction was propor""Lional to the fÅ}rst

power of the remaining hydrogen pxessure over all the

catalysts, as shown in Fig. 5. This r-act is concoxdent

with tle urate expuression for the methyZacety"lene hydxo-

genation given by

                          it .o o     -d(Pc,H.)/dt=k'(PH2) '(Pc,H2 '' (5)
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which is generaXZy p. reposed by t:r>e xecent kinetÅ}c studies
                                               13s t4)of the nc eaction ovex Gx oup VX :• X ine tal c& ta lys ÅÄ. s.

The surface was, theregore, mosV.y covered wi, th adsorbed

methylacetyraene untiZ the acceleranL'.".on poÅ}nt, whexeas

hydxogen was comparativeiy weakZy adsoxbed, 2ts suxface

coverage being correspondingly low. Zn other words,

the rate decreased during the first stage of, the xeaqtion

as "L-he concentxation of adsorbed hydrogen dÅ}minÅ}shed,

accompanying the decrease of. the paxtial'i pxessure o[f
                                    '                                         '                                               '
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  2. rsomerization
  -
       1) Equilibrium concentration. Experimentally,
       ------pt------ -
  equilibrium concentrations of methylacetylene and allene

  are determined at 250 in Part B of Chapter Xrl where they

  were summarized. However, they seem to be much different

  from the theoretical values, which are calculated from
  their standard free energies, i. e., GOIT = 651.2 Jlmol.deg
  for methylacetylene and 678.8 J!rnol.deg for auenei.8)

       Such a discrepancy between experiment and theory
"" utth-be obtainable by some irreversible side reaction

  accompanied by the isomerization. rn the present

  investigation, however, any side reaction was not observed

  markedly. As a possible product of side reactions,

  propylene and/or propane which must be produced by the

  self-hydrogenation of methylacetylene was only detected,

  but its amount was less than O.2 percent of the initial

  amount of methylacetylene. Moreover, formation of

  polymers was not deteeted by gas chromatograpy . Such

  a negiigibly small extent oi Side reactions would not
         '  affect the equilibrium composition significantly. The
                                       '             '  above experimental equilibrium values, therefore, may be

  intrinsic, so that redetermination of the free energies

  oi both compounds night be necessary.
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     2) Kinetics of the xsomenzatxon. The fact that
     -"---b--he-ta--V"---b--------i
a first-order rate was observed in the isomenzatxon

from methylacetylene but not in the reaction r'rom allene

indicates adsorption of methylacetylene to be stronger

than that of allene during the isomerization. When

the reaction is started from methylacetylene, the

fraction of allene can bot increase more than ten

percent of the total amount. The surface coverage of

allene is, therefore, considered to be aZso less than

ten percent (0El} O.1), so that the produced aUene may

                                        'not prohibit significantly the reaction. This is the

xeason why the first order rate was observed in a long

range of the reaction r"rorn methylacetylene. This
                                                    22)
conclusion is consistent with the study of Bond et al.,

who estirnated the surface coverages of methylacetylene
                 'and allene over nickel catalyst, by measuring the rate

of hydrogenation of the binary mixture (X : 1) and by

determining their specific rates of both reactants.

The isomerization between allene and methylacetylene

was not reported on this cataXyst. According to this

study, methylacetylene was more strongly adsorbed than

allene, and theiT surface covexages were O.76 for methyl--

acetylene and O.24 for alXene, respectively. Thus t'ne

prohibition of the produced allene to the reaction by

its adsorption becomes less probable.
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     On the other hand, it is expected that the reaction

from allene is affected by the increase of the produced

methylacetylene. In the initial stage of the reaction,

the catalyst surface is covered completely with allene,

and the reaction from allene is faster than that from

rnethylacetylene, judging from the fact that the isomer--
                      ttization equilibrium shifts to the side of methyl-

acetylene. As the reaction proceeds, howevex, the surr-ace

coverage of methylacetylene increases more rapidly than

expected from the composition in the gaseous phase by

the strong adsorption of methylacetylene. Consequently,

the surface coverage of allene decreases urapidXy, so

that the methylacetylene formation may not obey the

first-order rate.

     5) Effect of adsorption and desorption pxoce$ses.,
    --ke- hnd de---- -------------
rnitial rate of the isomerization was not affected by

the initial pxessure of a reactant, methylacgtylene or

allene. This result indicates that the surface of

ruthenium-black catalyst is aZmost completely covered

with the reactant. Under such a condition, it is often

obseurved that the rate-determining step of the xeaction
                                                    /exists in the desorption of an isomerization pxoduct.

Xn the present xnvestxgatxon, however, the rate"

determining step is considered to exist not in the

deso=ption process, but in the surface reaction, judging
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forrn the fine distributions of deuteromethylacetylene

and deuteroallene produced by the reaction of light

methylacetylene (C3H4) with di-deutexoacetylene (C2D2>,

as will be discussed.

     If the rate-determining step exists in the desorption

process, the surface reaction would be in quasi--equiiibriurn,

and methyl hydrogens and acetylenÅ}c hydrogen of methyl-

acetylene would be equivalent for deuterium exchange as

shown by the following scheme.

          CH3•--C----CD -------->- CH2=C=CHD------- CH=.-C--CH2D

Consequently, the fine distributÅ}on of deuteromethylacetylene

and deuteroallene must be consistent with the random
                  'dist=ibution assuming all the four hydrogens to be

equivalent for deutexium exchange.

     In practice, however, the tine distribution of

deuteromethylacetylene is markedly different fxom the

two kinds of calcuiated distributions, as shown by r.d.

in 5H and r.d. in 4H in Table 12. In the former case

three hydrogen atoms of methyi position are assumed to

be substituted by deuterium, while in the latter case

four hydrogen atoms to be equivalent. This result
                                                   'indicates that almost all the methylacetylene-d, rpay be
                                              -L
CH3-CECD. Deuterium atoms in the p.yoduced deutexoL

allene are also considexed to localize at one of the
                                      'hydrQgen positiQns, )'gdging fxom the difgference between
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the observed distribution and two ki,nds of calculated

distributions as shown by r.d. in 2H arsd x.d. in 4H in

Table 12.

     From these findings, the above mentioned conclusion
                                             '                       'is verified. Furthermoxe, this eonclusion can be supported

by the fact that the least amount of acetylene dececeased

the isomerization xate max] edly.

     4) Mechanism of i•somerization. T,able 9f s'nows
     wa---k------P -------de--v-ny- th
that in the presence of gaseous deuterium, the fine

distribution of deuteroallene was also similax in slnape

to that oi` deuteromethylacetylene, as well as in t:h.e

reaction of methylacetylene with di-deuteroacetylene.

This indicates that the mechanism. of the isomexization

must be considered so as to keeD the rc;utual distxibution
                              i
of deuterium between two compounds equal.
                 23)
     Wells et al. detected the appeaxaltce of a txace

of methylallene(CH3-CH=C=CH2) dca.'.'ing the bydrogenation

of dimethylacetylene (C}I3-C :-=" C-CH3) ovex alumina-

supported rhodium and iridium catal• y,'7sts. Based on this

finding, they relateai the foucmatÅ}on of methyZallene to

that of 1-butene which was pxoduced by the hydrogenation

of dimethylacetylene, and they pxoposed the mechanis.m,

i.e., adsoxbed methylallene is produceru" via a half-

hydrogenated state of dimethylacetylene and 1-butene

is produced by fur"Lher hydrogena'cion of the adsoxbed
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methyXa12ene. Xf the above mechanisrp. is assumed also
              '
to be valid in the hydrogenation of methylacetylene,

the corxesponding scheme, Eq.(6), can be given, where

X is the surface hydrogen atom (H or D).

       CI-i[3--C=- CH CH3-CX=CHX CH2=C=CHX
                             '         Ay ' A' tX "fr ('6)
       cH,.cs-gH tff,Xx 'CHi>c=c<Hx tVh cH2s,cs"L-cHx

     The isornerization of methylacetylene was siower than
                                             'the hydrogenation as shown in Table IX. Xn such a case,

if allene is produced from rnethylaceeylene thraugh the

process of the scheme (6 ), fine distribution of denter-

aUene would be greatly different from that of deutero-

methylacetylene, because of the following reasons. Fine

distribution of deuteroallene in gaseous phase would be

almost the same as in the adsorbed phase, so that aUeite-d

would be the dominant puroduct, because deutexium is much

more adsorbed on the surface than pxotium durinq. the

hydrogenation with deuterÅ}um. 0n the other hand,

deuterated methylacetylene: does not retuxn to the

gaseous phase in anappreciable amount, so that methyl-
                                                   'acetylene-do would be the most abundant.

1
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     Practically, fine distribution of deuteroallene i•s

almost similar to that of deuterome`"Lhylacetylene, and

allene-do is dominant as shown in Table 9f. ,Moreover,

the Å}some:ization in the absence of hydxogen is very

fast, and the rate is not ffavored by the presence of

hydrogen. Frorn these results, it is concluded that the

niechanism in eq. (6) may not be adequate for the isomex-

izatlon of methylacety2ene, and that the isomexization

occurs independently of the hydrogenazion in which a

half-hydrogenated methylacetylene rnay be produced as

an intermediate.
                                                  '
     Such being the situation, deuteroallene must be

produced stepwise,i.e., at fixst methylacetylene is
                              'deuterated and then isomerizeS to alZene. rn order to

explain the similar distributions of deuteroallene and

deuteromethylacetylene, paxticipation of the surface

hydrogen atoms into the isomexization must be ruled out,

because it should cause their dÅ}stxibutÅ}ons to,.be

different with each other. Such a sltua`Lion is fulfiUed

by an TTintramolecular'' hydrogen txansfer, or by an

TTintermolecular" hydrogen txansfer in which the suxface

hydrogen is not concerned. Methyiacetylene and allene

axe linear rmolecule. s and thexefoure the int:amQleculax

hydrogen t=ansfex wuuld be very diffz'cult., lf the

isomerization is due to the lattex type, following
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two mechanisms may be considered. iiTirst, a kind of

Rideal-Eley mechanism based on the in`L-eraction of a
                                                      '
physically adsorbed rnethylacetylene with the chemisorbed

one may operate;

      HC:-C--CH3 H CH2=C=CH2
                        H-ci-6e-ci..-H

         + •-•----i)• ,.iti' X. >+ (7)
                       H-Xc .if-6LL d'L/H cH2gc •-• cH2
      CH 3 •-C=CH
                         /fx                                             A          ix
          ÅÄe ÅÄe H "e )e Xe"
Second, two adsorbed methylace'tylenes may intexact

pxoducing two aUene rnoiecuZes3

        H
       H ny.-XC Y"C' SiC .- H

         1 l gx.
        H -e "e s        HNiNics•c">.,c/.HH "})ke 2 H2C=g/.inS/H2 ) 2 H2c=c=cH,

          i `s x
          -ÅÄ ->e H

     From the data hitherto obtaineds it cannot be

determined which mechanÅ}sm is moxe probable.
               '
     5) High activlty of xuthenium-black. Ruthenium-
               - ---- -- wh--v--op-
black exhibited a

compared with the

very

other

high activity for

 catalysts. This.

the

high

(8)

zsomerxzatzon

 actxvzty
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might be accounted for by its crysta1 structure, becau,se
                                                       'ruthenium has a cXosed-packed he><agonal structuMe and

the other metals have a face-cen"Lexed cubic structuxe.

Such a situation was examined by using cobalt powder,

which was prepared by thermal decomposition of cobalt
foarmate at 5100-- 5500 under vacuum r'oUowed by

reduction wi'th hydrogen at the same temperature. Under

the preparation condition, 3'-phasL" ( closed-packed

hexagonal structure) is stable. Cobalt powders thus

obtained had not high activity for the isomexization, i.e.,
                   'the rate of allene formation ="rom methylacetylene was

about 7 Å~ lo-9 mol/m2-cat. hr. Thexeiore, high activity

of ruthenium may be due to other factors; for example,

the electronic structuxe of ruthenium.
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5. Deuterium distribution and hydrogenation mechanism.
----- tu-----.-" • .------v- ----.-------- w-
     The maximum in the fine distribution of deutero-

pxopylene was aiways at propylene-d2, and its yield

at 70 9o conversion decreased in the order.

          Pd > Pt> Tr> Ni > Rh> Ru

Propylene--cis-1,2-d2 is the most abundant of the propylene-

d2 isomers over all the six metals, and its relative

yield in the isomers at 70 % conversion decreased in

the following order.
        '
          Pd > pt > rr> Ru ;? Ni> Rh
                           -
The yield of propylene-cis-1,2-d2 decreased as the reaction
                                         'proceeded over iridium, ruthenium and rhodium, but not

over the other metals. Ovex iridium, particg..larZy, it

varied markedly, and the yield estimated by extrapolation

to O % conversion was approximately 95 percent of

propylene-d2. This value wds higher than observed on

palladium. Thus, simple xelationship available for
                                       'all the metals between the yield of propylene-d2 and

that of propylene-cis--1,2-d2 was not observed in the

hydrogenation of methylacetylene, while in the hydrogenation

of acetylene the yield of ethylene-cis-d2 was found
to be related to that of ethylened-d2 by Bond et alZ)'8)

Over the respective metals however', the yield of cis•-
                                               'isorner increased wath an increase ef the yield of
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propylene-d2.

     1) Pattern of deuterium dÅ}stribution. Six meta:,s
     -- ha-------MM----H-bu--ri---- -V.-.-----ny
L"an be classified roughly into two grouvi s accoxdÅ}ng to

both distributions. (i) First group includes nickel,

palladiurn and platinum, on which highly deuterium-

substituted propylenes were not produced and methyl

group of propylene was almost inert fox deuterium

substitution. Over palladium, particularly, there was

a distinct cut-off z'n the fine distxibution at propylene-

d3, and deuterium substitution fox methyl gxoup was not

detected at all. Xn addition to the above results both

distributions were constant duxing the first stage.

This result requires such a condition that the composition

of adsorbed species are constant during the reactzon,

especially, suxface deuterium concentratiop which is
                                              '
expressed by the fraction of deuterium in the adsorbed

hydxogens (H or D). Practically, very little deutexium

returned from the surface to the gaseous phase in the foxm

of' HD or deuteromethylacetylene , and therefore the

above condition wouid be established on the surface of

the three cataXtsts. (ii) Second group of the metais

includes rhodium, iridium and ruthenium, on which ail

possible deutexopropylenes were produced and methyl
                          'gxoup was substituted by deutexium in an ab. preciable

amount. Moreover, fine and hyperfine distributions of
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deuteropropylene varied as the xeactÅ}on pxoceeded.

This result would be caused by +.he variation of deuterium

concentration on the surface. On these three metals,

adsorbed deuterium atoms were returned to the gaseous

phase as edither HD or deutexomethylacety!ene Å}n a laxge

amount, compared with the results on the first group

metals. Such desorption processes would bring about

lowering of the surface deuterium concentration and

rnoreover variation of deuterium distxibution.

     2) Surface deuterium concentration. Each metal
     -in ------------ ------ ---- in
produced always propylene-do, -di and -d3 in addition

to propylene-d2, the most abundant product. This

finding suggests thatdissociativeadsorption followed by

scrambling of pxotium and deuterium takes place before

additionto rnethylacetylene, and that consequently

addition of hydrogen to carbon-carbon triple bond occurs
                                   '                                                       '
atomically rather than moleculancly. Futrthex suppoxt

of this concXusion is the fact that non-equilibrated

protium and deuterium mixture gave a larger 'amount of

propylene-di than expected fxom the assumption 'that

scrambling of protium and deutexium dÅ}d not take place

on the surface.
                                                     '     Recent injfrared study23) of the adsorbed acetyien(•},

suggested that associative adsorption of acetylene

(HE) x FH) is predominant over tte-cQmplex adsorptiQ"u
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(HCt-i=- CH) over alumina--supported

    X
this result into consideration, the

methylacetylene hydrogenation is

by eq. (7>.

       CH3• H          N/
                          CH 3 -C.-.-- CH           c=c          lx
                            '         XX ,                                i             qi            fi'x

              2i ,         (+X)                              ]li

                       -v             H •CH3 H             i 4i X/       cH;kc//C-X$t;f;----x) /CiCx,,

           s

     (iso-propgnyl)

Here, step numbersin this mechanism

applied in eq. (4)., and Å~ denotes the

atom, H or D. Four the hydxogenation

two kinds of the half-hydrogenated

n-propenyl and iso-propenyl, so that
                   'into two steps, 4n and 4i, according

of n-propenyl and Å}so-propenyl,

mechanism explains QasUy the.

propylene-d2 and also propylene-cis-d2.

and -di are produced by "L"'ne additlon

protium, which may be supplied to tbe

platinurn. TakÅ}ng

   mechanÅ}sm of

adquately represented

    CH3 H       x/        c=c
      /Å~     XX
         fS,,t-L
          l
       2n g(+x)

      CH3 H        x/- c=c (+X) x/ X.-

      (n-propenyl)

      are the same as

        surface hydrogen

       of methylacetylene,

     states a=e obtainable,

       steD 4 is devided          -
       to the foxmation

  respectively. This

pxedominant foxmation of

           propylene -do

       of- adsorbed

        surface by the
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exchange reaction of miethylacetylene with deuteriun.

Therefore, surface hydrogen, X in eq. (7), consists of

deuterium and pxotium.
              '  '
     Surface deutexium concentrati'Qn must be refZected

in the mean number of deute!ium atoms substÅ}tuted at the

methine position (2 position hereaftex) of the pxoduced

pxopylene. The mean number of deutexium substituted

at each position of propylene can be calculated by

using the fine and hyperfine distribu"uions, on the

assumption that all the d3-, d4- and ds-lsomers are

cornposed mainly of CH3-CD=CD2, CH2D-CD=CD2 and CHD2-CD=CD2,

xespectively. This assumption rin:ay be reasonable,

J'udging from the hypexfine distributions of propylene
                                 '-di and -d2. Calculated vaZues are summarized in

 Table 14, togeVnex with the yield of propylene-di ana"

-- do which are made by addition of protium, for xefex'ence.

In the table, cis--1 and trans-1 positÅ}ons denote the
                                                   'methylene hydrogens with regard to the nethyl group,

while 2 and 5 positions denote the methÅ}ne and methyl

hydrogens, respective:y. As shown in Table lt";, mean

nurnber of deutexium at 2 positfon was the highest over

palladium, and it decreased in the following order.

           Pd > P-t > Xx > Ru > .NTi> Rh

On the othex hand, the yield of propylene-do and -d,
                                                  .
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                   Table

Mean Number of Deuterium

Position of Propylene at

Reaction, CH3-C:'CH + D2,

 14

Atoms Substituted

70 9o Conversion of

at 250

at Each

 the

Catalyst Pos1t1on
cis-1 trans •- 1 ' 2 5

Yield
do and

of
 -d

propylene-
i (9o)

oo

W
t

Ni

Pd

Pt

Rh

Ir

Ru

O.54

O.19

o.26

o.55

o.]9

o.59

o.75

O.84

o.79

o.75

o.85

O.82

O.80

O.92

O.90

o.74

o.85

O.81

O.Ol

O.O05

O.10

O.15

o.i6

2o.6

12e5

14.4

22.7

17.8

14.5

pO =5o mm,
 C3H4

pO =6o mm
 D2

(5) H,C
      N
       c=      /
  <2) H

1
c
N

H (cis-1)

H (trans-1)



decreased as the reverse of this order, except ruthenium.

These findings suggest that mean deuterium number at 2

position reflects the surface deuterium concentration.

Surface deuterium concentration is considered to be

relatively high during the reaction and it may be more

than 70 percent of the adsorbed hydrogens over all the

meta1s.

     Mean number of deuterium at 2 position was found

to be related to that at cis-1 position, as shown in

Fig. 11. This finding shows that-'methylacetylene has
                             'only one hydrogen atom,,acetylenic hydrogen, of high

exchangeability, and that methyl hydregents are less

exchangeable. Surface deuterium concentration rn,ay be

lowered by the exchange of acetylenic hydrogen with

deuteriurn. Similar conclusion can be derived from

the fine distribution of deuteremethylacetylene produced

by the hydrogenation over rhodium-black, vvhere deuterated

methylacetylene vvas returned to the gaseous phase in a

large amount, as shovvn in Table 7f. The fine distri-

bution of deuteromethylacetylene (No. 50) did not obey

the random distribution, where three or four hydrogens

are assumed to be equivalent for deuterium exchange.

This discrepaney between calculated and observed

distributions indicates that methylacetylene is not

equivalent for deuterium exchange, and that almost all
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the methylacetylene-di may be CH3-C:-CD. During the

methylacetylene lydrogenation with deuterium, surface

deuterium concentratlon was relatively high, while in
                                      • 16),the case of hydrogenation of pxopylene zt was very low.

This remarkable contxast in the concentxaedon can be

explained by the difference of the number of exchangeable

hydrogens, i.e., very exchangeable hydrogen of

rnethylacetylene is only one, as mentioned above, whereas

all the six hydrogens .are exchangeable in propylene.

               '     5) Formation of isotopÅ}c isomexs. The observed
     -------- ------ ---.--.----in.-ta
formation of propylene-cis-1--di, -trans-1,2--d2 and -1,1-d2

requires a mechanism for the exchange of the acetylenic

hydrogen of methylacetylene. The first possible mechanism

for the exchange is as follows.

                        CH                         l3 .".D                  --• H                        Cc;y ------) CH3•--f=CND (s)       CH3-C:-CH -
                         l "e- ee
                        X

                        (X) (II)
     rn this mechanism.L, methylacetylene is assumed to

be adsorbed by dissociatÅ}ng the acetylenic hydxogen

and to pass into an associative adsorption (rXI) by

U.ddition of surface hydrogen without desorption from the

surface. The above mentioned isomers are expected to be

produceid by the addition of surface hydrogens (H or D) tb

24)

the
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associativeXy adsorbed deutexomethylacetylene (XX).

Coxresponding mechanism was already proposed by BurweU
      2 2)
et al. for the hydxogenation of ethylacetylene with

deuterium, and the formation of 1-butene--d3 was accounted
                                       3) ,for by the mechanisrp. According by Bond,                                          however, thet

geometry involved in such a mechanism is difh'cult to

envisage. If the exchange of acetylenic hydrogen with

deuterium occurs only through the pxocesses in eq. <8),

relative yields of propylene--trans--I,2-d2 and -1,1-d2

will be equal ignoring the isotope effect for a whUe.

Because both isomers are pxoduced by the addition of

one protium and one deuterium to the associatively

adsorbed deuteromethylacetylene as follows.

                        '       cH,-g/ =s/D,LH ;,pp cH,.-.,ct=c(: = D,.. CHg )c.c(.R

                  •S-D
                                      (tarans--1,2-d2)
                                        '                                              '                      ,g
                       CH3.,.M--.(D.. --t.IHti..#,,. C"lll).=c(D,,.

                         ac
                                       (1,1-d2)

Then, the yield of both isomexs mus'L be the same,cont•raxy

to the experiment, because over palladium, paxticularly,

the yieid of propylene--trans-1,2-d2 was ten o= more times
                                        'the yieZd of propylene-},1-d2. Now, even if the isotope

Yffect be considered, it well be nearly compensated by
q
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the first and second steps in the above scheme, so that

such a laxge difference as observed will not be expected.

Taking this finding into consideratibn, the mechanisrn

in eq. (8) may be of minor inportance for the exchange

of acetylenic hydrogen of methylacetyikene.

     On the other hand, the linear relationship between

the yield of propylene-trans-1,2-d2 and that or' prep, ylene

-cis-1,2-d2, show.n in Fig. 12, may give the final scheme;

Å}.e., two groups of metals, as stated ln a pxevious

section (IV-5-1),give two separate straight lines whose

slopes are approximately the samc--. These sZraightllnes

indicate that the trans isomer may be produced at the•

expence of the cis isomer. However, the trans isomer

is not produced by the subsequent isome=Å}zation of the

gaseous cis-isomer which is produced pxedominantly by

the mechanism (7) in the first stage, as statea" Å}n a

previous section (IV-1). This means that isomexization

equilibrium between cis and tx'ans isoners must exist

before the desorption of propylene. Such a sztuatzon

is ful[fiUed by the following equilibrium between two

isotopic isomers of iso-propenyl (Xil) and (IV).
    '
                                                  '       CH3 H CH3 H CH3 D         X/C=C< 's-,r----' -"-'-ts' ..))))(i.)--9<D II.IFi X/c=c< (9)

         .k D "e le' "k H                                               '      '        '                                      iso-p .r. ope nyl '( IV)     iso-pxopeny1 (IXI)
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SilUar equilibrium inay also exist in the case of n--

                    7) ,8) . .propenyX. Bond et al.                          puroposed sinilar mechanism

for the isornerization between cÅ}s and txans isomeMs oi"
                                                       '
dÅ}-deuteroethylene during the hydrogenatÅ}on of acetylene
                                                 ewith deuterium, but they adopted a furee xadical (DC-CHD)
                                                 11
                                                 "e -e'as an intermediate.

     The equiZibzatÅ}on mecnanism <9) can easUy explain

the formation of several i$otopic Å}somers of propylene-

di and --d2 ( cis-1--d2, trans-1--dv 2-d2, ci$o-X,2-d2 and

trans-1,2-d2) by the addition of a protium atom or a
    'deuterium atom to (Irl) and (IV). The reverse reaction

of (XV) to the associatively adsorbed methylacetyXene

release a protÅ}um atom on the surface and forms adsorbgd

deuterornethylacetylene (V) . AddÅ}tion of one pxotium atorn

                                                '

       CH3 D CH3 D         >c=c< .>- Å~lc=c< -igi ao>

        -e H -x- ,x- "c-
         (!v> (v)
and one deuterium atom to (V) formts propylene--trans-1,2-d2

or Z,1-d2. Propylene-d3 is al$o produced by the addition
                                         '                                            'of two deuterium atoms to (V).

     The suriface deuterium concG.ntxation is 1'owered

by the protium atom released from methylacetylerie via

eq. (10), so that it may be xelated to thG degxee of

the exchange reaction of methylacetylene by the mechanism
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(9) and (10). The surface deute.y.ium concentration is
                                            '
estimated to lie in the uranges 70-90 96 of the total

surface hyd--ogen, judging from the rnean numbex oi

deuterium atoms substituted at 2-position o:- the produced

propylene in Table 14. ThÅ}s fÅ}nding indlcates that

the exchange reaction of methylacetylene with deutGrium

occurs in fairiy large extent. However•, amount ox' the

produced deuterornethylacetylene was very small over

all the metals, except rhodium whexe a large arnount or-

methylacetylene -d2 was produced. Taking these findings

into consideration, methylacetyiene-di, CH3-CptptCD, seems

t'o exi,st on the surface in comparatively large concenrt vetion,

but owing to the slow rate of its desorption over all
                                    'the metaXs except rhodium, its amount in the gaseous

phase may be very small.
                                        '            '     4> Double-bond migration. Methyl group was almost
     pt-da --- -------------pt-.
er completely inert for deuterium substitution over the

first group of metals (palladium, platÅ}num and nickeX),

whUe it was substituted by deuterinm in an appxeciable

amounÅí over the second gxoup of metals (thodÅ}um, iridium

and ruthenium). The latter group of• rT,ietals, except

rhodium, exhibited very low selectivitjes z"or propylene
  'formation. Over these metals, it is expected that adsoxbed
       '
propylene, which is produced by the hydrogenation of

methylacetylene and remaines undesoxbed, may exist in
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a laxge amount. Therefore, following propylene-propyl

interconvexsion shown by eq. (11) is considered to occur

in a laarge extent over iridium and rmtheniun.

                                         CH 2 =CH -- CH 2D
                                                    '                                            tt)-rx

                                                CH2D
      Å~/cH"•cx"2 --titletv XfcHvcH2D-- stk- Heew csH2'Lci/ '

       ÅÄe ÅÄe -ve "e ÅÄe'
                     ' (Zl)
                        'This interconvexsion accompanies doubXe bond mÅ}gxation,

so that even the methyl group is substituted by deutexium.

     From this point of view, it is concXuded that deuterium

substitution for the methyl gxoup ovear the second group

metals takes place through the process where pxopylene

ls produced from methylacetylene.

     This scheme is the same a$ observed in the case of
                                     26)
pxopyZene hydrogenation with deuterium, because ' methyl
                            '                                                  'deuterated propylene was produced vÅ}a eq. (11).

However, such a result could not be obtained ovex the

first group of metals probably due to the poisoning

effect of methy14cetylene to the pxocess.
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                        SUMMARY

     By applying the i•ndL"rowave spectr- oscopy to t'ne

catalytic hydrogenation of methylacetylene with

deuterium ove] GrouD. VIII mietaZs (Ni,, Pa", Pt, Rh, Iir

and Ru), the distributions of isotopic isoine2es or- mono-

and di--deuteropxopylenes prodiu,ced by the xeaction were

successfully detern,ined. Fxom the distxibur'ions the

following conc]usions walth xegaxd to the mechanism of

its hydrogenatior] wexe derived.

     i> Px'opy].Gne-txans-1,2-d2 and -i,1-d2 are produced

   at the expence of pr opyle ne -cis -- 1 , 2 --d 2 'ir[ hr ough the

   path where propylene is fox'med from met'-h• ylacetylene

   on the surface.

     ii) iMethyl deuterated propylenes a=e produced by

   propyXene-propyl interconversion whic"n accompanies

   double--bond migration.

     iii) Surface deuteriurn concentxation is higheT th.an

   in the xreaction o2- puropylene with deuterium, and the

   concentration is xeflec-Jed in the mean numberc of

   deutexium atoms at the methine posi"L'.{.•on of the

   p r od u ce d p -." op y le ne .

     These conc:usions were used ln discussing the

mechanism of methylacetylene hydrogenation, and sorne of
                                                  'tle adsorbed states of the reactant could be conÅë1'aded.'
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     More ove]r, by usi ng the dis tr x' butions, si>< me t• a l' s

were classified ncougaly into two groups in the catalytic

behavior of deuteration. The first group incl'nded Nl,

Pd arid Pt, whMe the second group Rh, Ir and Ru. Over

the first group, the double--bond migration was alrnost

ox completely pxohibited by the stxong adsorption of

methylacetylene, but ovex the second gxoup not

significantly. These points axe worthy of xrsc-ntion,

because•such, examples may be difficult witbout use of

the microwave spectxoscopy.

     Selectivity for p,ropylene r-ormation in the hydcro-

genation was also investigated by gas chromatogxaphy.

Palladium-black was the most selective of the six metals

for the reaction, and t'ne order of the selectivity was

as follows.

            })d > Pt > Rh > Nj > Ru > Xx

Thas order is concoxdent with the ordex of selectivity

for ethylene formation in the hydrogenation ok` acetylene

over evaporated metal films.

     Allene, an isorner of methi ylacetylene, was produced

during the hydrogenation of methylacetyZene over rutheniurc-
                                        'black, but i"cs formation was concluded to be independent
                                                      'of the hydrogenation.

     The isomerization between methylacetylene and aUene

over ruthenium-black was studia.S" kinetically, so r.'ha-."••
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the foll owing in teres ti ng fi nd ab sa g. s we xe obtai ned .

     i) Ruthenium-black was found to exrhibit a ]nigh

   activity for the isom;erization, while other metals

   were much less active and theÅ}r ac-clvities were

   lo-2.vlo"3 of that of xuthenium-black.
                                     '                     '     ii) The equUibxium concentrations of both species

   wexe found to be very different fxom the theoretical

   values.

     Moreovex, the mechanism of the isoirnerization was
                                    'estimated mainly by the study of "th.r- deu"L"eriuiLm distri-

butions in the deuterometh' ylacetyZenes dhnd deutexo-

a11enes.
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